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Abstract 

This study outlines concrete options for improving the external representation of 
the euro area in international institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank and 
the G-20. The study proposes a two-stage process, the first of which requires 
the creation of a permanent subcommittee of the Eurogroup Working Group 
(EWG) to elaborate common positions at international level. A second step, 
taken in the longer term, would consist of creating a single-member position in 
the IMF and World Bank by merging national quotas via the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM). For the G-20, a single membership of the euro area could 
create inconsistencies with the European Union membership. However, a euro 
area membership could be envisaged if a more economically and financially 
integrated euro area were to develop. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In recent years, European institutions have officially supported the idea of a unified 
representation of the euro area in international financial institutions. However, little has 
been done in practice, in particular at the level of the two most important institutions of 
global economic governance, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the G-20. 

The financial crisis has accelerated the rebalancing of the global economy towards 
emerging economies and the global financial architecture is adapting to these 
developments. This situation strengthens the case for a common euro area voice in a world 
in which individual Member States have very little influence and are anyway most likely in 
any event to lose the formal positions they used to have. Neither the European Union 
Treaty nor key national constitutions seem to impede a better representation of the euro 
area in key international institution. 

IMF 

The euro area is currently not represented consistently in key international financial 
institutions. The euro area is present in the IMF only through an observer status for the 
European Central Bank (ECB), which does not give it any influence in the decision-making 
process. Euro area Member States are supposed to coordinate their positions at the IMF, 
but so far there has been limited coordination. To overcome this problem, this study 
proposes the creation of a new permanent Subcommittee of the Eurogroup Working Group 
(EWG), which would prepare common positions for the Executive Board of the IMF. A 
representative of the Eurogroup would then be granted observer status at the IMF. 

To increase the likelihood that a common position is actually agreed, a political 
commitment by euro area Member States not to exercise their vote in the IMF if no 
agreement has been reached beforehand would be one option for the decision-making 
procedure. Another option would be to introduce a ’reverse majority requirement‘, as 
applied now in the new economic governance framework approved by the European 
Parliament, with a commitment of euro area Member States to follow the position issued by 
the secretariat of the proposed Subcommittee unless a majority of them agrees otherwise.  

In the longer term, a unified representation of the euro area could be achieved by using the 
European Stability Mechanism (ESM) to merge Member States’ quotas in the IMF into a 
single euro area quota. The ESM would then represent the fiscal policy aspects of the IMF 
operations for its members. The IMF Executive Director would be nominated by the ESM 
(represented by its Managing Director) and the alternate could come from the ECB. As a 
result, both the ECB (on monetary issues) and a politically accountable institution on fiscal 
matters (Eurogroup) would be fully represented.  

A single euro area membership in the IMF is of course a long way off and one would need 
to consider the political aspects in the balancing of powers at the IMF. But with the creation 
of the ESM, it is now actually possible to overcome, at least in principle, the standard 
argument that a common euro area representation at the IMF is not possible because 'only 
countries are members of the IMF'. The power index analysis, estimating synthetic 
indicators of power, finds solid economic grounds for a common euro area representation in 
these institutions. The euro area would gain, in terms of relative and absolute power, 
against all key members of the institutions, including the United States. 
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A single euro area membership, however, may need then to consider political aspects in the 
balancing of powers and practical aspects, like whether intra euro area trade should still be 
counted in the calculation of the quota. The euro area together could potentially give up 
roughly 2% of its total quotas with little impact on its influence over the Fund. 
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G20 

At the G-20 level, the European Union and the ECB are present, with the central banks and 
Heads of State of the three euro area G-20 member countries (France, Germany and Italy). 
The representation of the euro area is thus not unified. The Subcommittee of the Eurogroup 
Working Group could also propose a common position for the euro area at the G-20 to be 
exercised by the three euro area members and proposed to the EU Council Presidency as 
the basis of a workable compromise at the EU level.  

A single membership of the euro area could currently create inconsistencies with the 
European Union membership and therefore the study does not consider it. However, a euro 
area membership could be envisaged if a more economically and financially integrated area 
would develop in the future.  

Achieving an effective external representation of the euro area is not only a question of 
procedural and institutional reforms, but it is also a question of changing the ‘small country’ 
mindset or the perception of the interests of the euro area. No member country (with the 
possible exception of Germany) is currently large enough to influence significantly the 
global economy. Policy makers in most euro area countries thus think of their interest as 
that of a small country whose behaviour does not affect the global variables, such as 
growth, inflation or financial stability. However, the euro is large enough to be ‘systemic’ in 
the global economy. This implies that the aggregation of perceived national interests is not 
automatically equal to the interest of the euro area as a whole. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the European Commission and the European Parliament have been very 
supportive of a unified representation of the euro area in international financial institutions 
(IFIs). The European Commission (2008) report, ‘EMU@10’, called for a ‘single seat’ in the 
relevant international financial institutions and fora. The Feio report (European Parliament, 
2010) re-launched the debate over the importance of a strengthened economic governance 
and stability framework of the European Union, and in particular of the euro area. More 
recently, on 25 October 2011, a non-legislative resolution on Global Economic Governance 
was adopted by the European Parliament - Hökmark Report- , recalling, 'that, under Article 
138 of the Lisbon Treaty, the euro area is supposed to introduce unified external 
representation; urges the Commission to put forward a legislative proposal to that effect' 
(European Parliament, 2011). The European Council (1998) backed the unified 
representation in international financial institutions as early as 1998. The Euro Summit of 
26 October 2011, dedicated to reforming the governance of the euro area, is also a point of 
reference.1 A new European Commission Communication was expected on this issue during 
the fall of 2011 as a first step towards adopting a ‘more unified representation’ of the euro 
area, but to date, it has not been released. 

Overall, beyond a growing institutional support for the idea of a unified euro area 
representation, there has been very little progress in creating a common external 
representation of the euro area in international financial institutions. The European Central 
Bank (ECB) is obviously involved when exchange rates or monetary policy is discussed at 
the global level, but its role is usually informal and restricted to issues where it plays an 
obvious central role. This situation applies in particular to the G-20 and the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF). In the IMF, it can only participate as an observer in some board 
meetings. At G-20 meetings, the ECB participates whenever central banks are involved. 
However, the national central banks of the other euro area G-20 members (Bundesbank, 
Banque de France and Banca d’Italia) also remain in the room. This situation leads to 
classical over-representation of ‘Europe’ with both the EU and Member States being present 
but lacking coordination among themselves. 

Some coordination among euro area Member States does take place, but it rarely results in 
effective representation of the euro area. For example, arrangements exist already at the 
IMF in which all EU Executive Directors meet regularly in the so-called EURIMF (with EU 
institutions also present; see Chapter 2), but they rarely agree on common positions. This 
would be difficult anyway because the Executive Directors at the IMF are like ambassadors. 
They represent only the opinions of their home countries and thus work mainly under 
instruction from their own governments. They do not have the authority to agree in the 
name of their governments on a common position. For this, one would need a group 
composed of high ranking officials from Ministries of Finance and Central Banks, i.e. those 
people who have authority over capital commitments by their countries (implicit in almost 
every IMF decision). Such a body exists in Brussels since the Economic and Financial 
Committee (EFC) has finally spawned a committee on the IMF (Sub-Committee on IMF, or 
SCIMF). This committee, however, does not meet often and has been used so far to 
elaborate common positions on high level decisions only. Another reason why informal 
coordination has not worked properly is given by the preference of the Member States to 
push their national interest and make their voice heard at the IMF, even if they carry very 
little weight. 
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1  Euro Summit Statement, Brussels, 26 October 2011, 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/en/ec/125644.pdf. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/en/ec/125644.pdf
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The problems for the unified external representation of the euro area arise mainly on the 
following two levels:  

i) political (mis)trust among the Member States and  

ii) unclear gains of a single representation.  
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As the first problem must be tackled effectively before a single unified representation can 
emerge in the international financial institutions, the following Chapters focus on presenting 
the benefits (and costs) of such a representation. Internal EU decision-making legitimacy 
(i.e. the democratic control of European Parliament and national parliaments) and 
coherence (i.e. the relationship between the euro area Member States and other EU 
Member States) are also addressed. 
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2. LEGAL AND ECONOMIC FOUNDATIONS FOR AN 
EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF THE EURO AREA IN 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

KEY FINDINGS 

 The financial crisis has accelerated the rebalancing of the global economy towards 
emerging economies. The global financial architecture is gradually changing to cope 
with this development. This situation strengthens the case for a common euro area 
voice in a world in which individual Member States have very little influence and are 
likely in any event to lose the formal position they used to have. 

 The euro area currently has limited coordination in key international institutions. 
Present arrangements at the IMF, for example, are insufficient, as the participants in 
the relevant committees do not have the authority to make independent capital 
commitments to the Fund. 

 Accordingly, there are strong political and legal grounds for establishing a common 
euro area representation. In effect, neither the European Union Treaty nor the 
national constitutions of key Member States seem to impede a more coordinated 
representation of the euro area in major international institutions. 

This Chapter discusses the economic and legal rationales for a unified representation of the 
euro area in key international institutions. The first part introduces the effects of the 
ongoing rebalancing of the global economy on the new global financial architecture. The 
relevant provisions for the euro area external representation in the EU Treaty are illustrated 
in the second part. The focus is on the supranational level as no relevant constitutional 
provisions that would impede the strengthening of a euro area external representation were 
identified in key Member States.2 The third section describes the governance of the 
international institutions and the provisions of their constituting documents. 
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2  An in-depth analysis of the different national provisions that might affect the strengthening of the external 
representation of the euro area exceeds the scope of this study.  
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2.1. Global economic governance: Setting the scene 
The current financial crisis has shifted the centre of gravity of global governance and 
financial reform from national governments to supranational institutions led by the G-20 
forum, formally established in 1999. Since the 1998 Asian financial crisis, multiple market 
failures have precipitated major reforms of the relevant decision-making processes, which 
are radically changing the structure of the global economy and its governance 
(Germain,2001). As a result of a strong rebalancing of resources towards emerging 
markets, the global economy is gradually shifting ‘east’, both in real economic terms and 
vis-à-vis the governance of international organisations. Over time, these global institutions 
have, in effect, become drivers of key financial reforms. 

A new global financial architecture 

Global governance over economic policy, financial regulation and macro/micro financial 
supervision puts the G-20 at the centre of a broader dialogue among international actors 
(see Figure 1 for a graphical illustration). G-20 sets high-level objectives and guidelines 
that member countries and international financial institutions (IFIs) adhere to. Since the 
financial crisis erupted in 2008, the G-20 has acquired a leading role in recent financial 
reform efforts and become more than a mere informal forum. G-20 objectives guide the 
work of regulators and supervisory authorities in key jurisdictions such as the United States 
and the European Union. It provides some sort of political oversight over technical decisions 
about global finance and financial regulation and supervision, e.g. prudential regulation. 
The G-20 epitomises a paradigm shift from a system of international cooperation based on 
a hegemonic incorporation of the most advanced economies through the G-7 model, to a 
system of collectivist cooperation aimed at a more diverse membership reflecting the 
increased role of emerging economies in the global economy (Beeson & Bell, 2009). This 
change of international equilibria is not necessarily reflected into a new way of thinking 
about how the global economy should work. Inclusion has become the keyword to allow the 
creation of an international financial architecture able to solve relevant aspects of global 
financial governance. Direct support to the G-20 is then provided by the IMF for 
macroeconomic surveillance and by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) for more micro-
related prudential regulatory and supervisory issues. A number of other International 
Financial Institutions (IFIs) support the work of these three institutions. The G-20 has then 
two levels of interaction with key international institutions: 

i) an area of coordination of financial and macroeconomic surveillance led by the IMF, which 
receives inputs from other IFIs, such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) and the Financial Stability Board (FSB); and  

ii) an area of coordination on financial and prudential regulation and micro supervision led 
by the FSB, with the important support of three fora – the Basel Committee, the 
International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) and the International 
Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) – as well as the Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS). Central banks and national financial authorities are the leading actors in 
setting rules for a better financial and prudential regulatory and supervisory framework. 
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IMF. The IMF deals, in effect, with financial and monetary macroeconomic surveillance – 
hence, global macroeconomic conditions. Member countries influence decisions and 
interventions by exercising voting rights linked to their quotas of the Fund. Its role 
becomes even more relevant as more western countries are accessing IMF funding and 
since the institution will be empowered with roughly EUR 575 billion in the coming months, 
following the completion of the 14th general review of quotas. The decisions of the Fund 
are mostly binding as they are based on real capital commitments rather than agreement 
on a political objective. 
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Figure 1: Global economic governance 
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FSB. The FSB leads the efforts to strengthen financial and prudential regulation and 
supervision at the micro level, providing additional inputs to the process (as shown in 
Figure 1). Both the IMF and the FSB receive advice from international organisations that 
are not directly involved in the regulatory and supervisory process. Once the guidelines are 
set, national governments, national financial authorities and international organisations 
contribute to the implementation through their inputs in global fora, like the Basel 
Committee (on capital requirements) and the International Organisation of Securities 
Commissions (on securities regulation). All this work feeds into financial reforms that are 
currently under discussion in many national parliaments and in the European Parliament. 

Euro area representation 
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Common intentions and objectives defined at global level are currently driven by 
macroeconomic financial stability concerns, which may not sufficiently take into account 
other likewise important aspects to be dealt with at the micro and macro level (e.g. 
efficiency). To avoid fragmented responses that may hamper the efforts in the euro area, a 
common representation or greater coordination among Member States in this articulated 
decision-making process would be an optimal choice. Avoiding fragmented policy action is 
crucial, as the market structure among distant regional areas may be structurally different. 
A common position would help to harmonise standards of financial regulation and economic 
policy across regional areas that may have different less developed regulatory and 
supervisory standards. The interaction of regional areas in the global economy requires a 
more harmonised set of rules and policies to avoid major arbitrage and conflicts. 
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2.2. Relevant provisions in the EU Treaties 
The last reform of the EU’s primary legislation (resulting in the Treaty of Lisbon) introduced 
the possibility for unified external representation of the euro area in international financial 
institutions. This came as part of a larger reform of a more unified external representation 
of the European Union as a whole. The general issue of the EU’s external representation, 
however, has proven over the last two years to be open to various interpretations by the 
Member States and the Council’s Legal Service, the European Commission and the 
European External Action Service (EEAS). In addition, the current governance reforms at 
both the international and EU levels are creating a window of opportunity to strengthen the 
euro area’s external representation in international financial institutions.  

The legal basis consists of several elements. First, according to Article 17(1) of the Treaty 
on the European Union (TEU), the European Commission ensures the EU’s external 
representation in all policy areas with the exception of the Common Foreign and Security 
Policy (CFSP) and other specific situations. The external representation of the euro area is 
one of these situations, as provided in Article 138 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU). Second, the monetary policy of the Member States of the euro 
area and thus the conclusion of international agreements in this policy area is an exclusive 
competence of the Union (Article 3 TFEU). Hence the external representation for monetary 
policy of the euro area is provided by the European Central Bank (ECB) in all relevant 
international fora. There are two specific treaty articles that refer to the external 
representation of the euro area: 

1) Article 138 TFEU3 provides for: 

 common positions on matters of particular interest for economic and monetary 
union within the international financial institutions and conferences and 

 unified representation within the international financial institutions and 
conferences. 

Thus, Article 138(2) TFEU states that Member States of the euro area, on a proposal 
from the Commission and after consulting the ECB, may decide, with qualified 
majority, to establish unified representation of the euro area in the international 
financial institutions. The same procedure is used for adopting common positions on 
matters of interest for economic and monetary union within the international financial 
institutions. 

2) Article 219 TFEU provides for negotiation and conclusion of agreements on monetary 
matters or foreign-exchange regimes. The ECB and the European Commission are 
included in the process. 

The Statute of the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) and of the ECB (attached to 
the Treaties as Protocol 4) recognised the ECB’s role in providing external representation ‘in 
the field of international cooperation involving the tasks entrusted to the ESCB’ (Article 
6.1). However, the ECB’s role has been debated in the academic literature (Louis, 2007; 
Hervé, 2012), the main view being that the representation of EMU should, in line with the 
Treaty provisions, also be accorded to EU political institutions. 

The President of the Eurogroup (selected according to Article 2 of Protocol 14 on the Euro 
Group) currently has no specific functions in providing external representation of the 
Eurogroup in the international financial institutions. 
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3  See http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:115:0047:0199:en:PDF. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:115:0047:0199:en:PDF
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Another important issue, however, is the fact that the Eurogroup relies on the legal 
personality of the European Union (Article 47 TEU). Formally, therefore, external 
representation can be provided only in cases where the EU is a member of an international 
institution (or participates in any other form). This applies to institutions such as the IMF or 
the World Bank. The organisation of coordination among EU Member States in formal 
institutions or representation in informal settings (such as the G-20), however, is open to 
any form of representation, provided that is accepted by the parties. The relationship 
between the EMU external representation and the EU external representation, however, is 
blurred. Article 138.2 TFEU is vague on what ‘unified representation’ may imply, as at the 
time of drafting this article there was no agreement among negotiating Member States 
(Kiekens, 2003).  

As early as 1998, the European Commission proposed a ‘Council Decision on the 
Representation and Position Taking of the Community at International Level in the context 
of Economic and Monetary Union’ (COM(1998)637, European Commission, 1998) regarding 
representation in institutions like the IMF, the G-7 or the OECD. As a legal basis, the 
Commission used ex-Article 109 TEC, which is now replaced by the current Article 138 
TFEU. It provided for roles for the Council, the Commission and the ECB. It envisaged that 
the representation in the IMF was to be provided by a European Commission official 
associated with the Presidency of the EMU. The idea was rejected by third parties from the 
IMF Executive Board. Since then, however, the ECB has held observer status in the IMF 
(Louis, 2007). 

2.3. Current governance and functioning of key international 
institutions 
The five leading international institutions in the governance of the global economy (G-20, 
IMF, World Bank, FSB and BIS) have different decision-making bodies and voting systems. 
Membership is offered to diverse types of actors. The representation of the European 
Union, and more specifically of the euro area, is scattered among clusters of EMU Members 
or through the efforts of the three largest economies – Germany, France and Italy. As 
Table 1 suggests, aside from the role of the ECB, no common euro area representation is 
foreseen at Member State level.  

In order to understand the current situation and the challenges posed by a unified 
representation of the euro area the following subsections briefly describe the governance 
structure of these international institutions and the level of coordination of the euro area 
within their decision-making bodies. These institutions represent the core of the global 
governance architecture, as they shape the objectives and increasingly the content of key 
reforms, especially for financial markets and services. This section illustrates therefore the 
scope and nature of these institutions and so evaluates the merit of a euro area common 
representation.  
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Table 1: Current representation of the euro area and the EU in the five leading international financial institutions 

MEMBER STATE EURO AREA EU 
Eurogroup: Not represented EU: Member 

Representation at level of  
Heads of Government and States by 

 President of the European Commission and  
 President of the European Council 

Participation at 
Meetings of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors of 

 President of the ECOFIN 

Participation at Meetings of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors by 
 Commissioner for Economic and Monetary Affairs 

G-20 Germany 
France  
Italy 
Spain (only permanent guest) 
United Kingdom 
 

ECB: Participation at Meetings of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors and Deputies Meetings 

Eurogroup: Not represented EU: Not a member 
Presentation of its opinion on behalf of the Union in 
International Monetary and Financial Committee (IMFC) by 

 ECOFIN Presidency  

European Commission: Observer in the International Monetary and Financial Committee (IMFC) 

IMF All EU Member States  

ECB: Part observer in selected Board meetings and observer in the International Monetary and Financial 
Committee (IMFC) 
Eurogroup: Not represented EU: Not a member 

European Commission: Observer in the Development Committee 

World 
Bank 

All EU Member States  

ECB: Participates at the annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the World Bank and the IMF 
Eurogroup: Not represented EU: Not a member 

European Commission: Member 

FSB National financial authorities 
from: 

France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain and UK ECB: Member 

Eurogroup: Not represented EU: Not a member BIS 15 euro area central banks  

25 EU central banks 
ECB: Member of the General Meeting 
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Source: Authors’ compilation.
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2.3.1. G-20 

A representative body. The G-20 is the international institution with the highest level of 
political representation. It gathers Heads of State and Government (for the ‘Leaders' 
Summit’, formally once a year), and more regularly Ministers of Finance and Central Bank 
Governors of the most advanced 19 countries in the world, plus the European Union. 
Countries are split into two groups:  

i) Nine ‘advanced economies’, in particular Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, 
Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States, plus the European Union; and 

ii) 10 ‘emerging markets’, i.e. Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Korea, Mexico, 
Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Turkey.  

Altogether, these members represent around 90% of global GDP, 80% of global trade, and 
roughly 2/3 of the world’s population. Furthermore, there is a list of countries that are 
invited to participate to the G-20 meetings, as well as a list of key international institutions 
invited, such as the FSB, the World Bank and the IMF.  

Origins and objectives. The creation of the G-20, in 1999, came after long discussions and 
as a completion of the process of inclusion and international cooperation to give more 
space to emerging economies due to fast-changing global economic developments. In 
effect, membership is not only based on economic criteria, but also on geographical 
considerations to achieve a regionally ‘balanced’ group (see G-20, 2007), as other 
important economies in Europe are only represented by a common European Union 
membership. Decisions in the G-20 are taken by consensus, which puts all members on the 
same level and represents a definitive departure from the post- World War II model of 
global economic governance dominated by few industrialised western nations. 

Despite its official start in 1999, the G-20 has become with time a more effective and 
prominent tool to steer national governments’ policies after the beginning of the recent 
financial crisis, with the leaders’ meeting in Washington in November 2008. Since then, the 
themes of discussion have expanded to include global financial reforms and long-term 
action plans for sustainable economic growth. As a consequence, the organisation of the 
G-20 sees three key objectives for the G-20 forum (G-20, 2012): 

1. Policy coordination between its members to achieve global economic stability and 
sustainable growth; 

2. Promotion of financial regulation that reduces risks and is able to prevent future 
financial crises; and 

3. Creation of a new international financial architecture. 
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Priorities. The priorities of the G-20 agenda have focused in the past on price stability, 
fiscal discipline and good governance. The financial crisis has diversified this approach even 
more. It is also important to recognise that the absence of strong enforcement power and 
the limited legal boundaries of G-20 decisions do not allow imposing a ‘dirigiste’ approach 
to global governance. Overreliance on transparency voluntarily disclosed by members is 
therefore unavoidable to converge on a common market structure based on a more 
transparent setting. In effect, the G-20 may suffer from strong coordination issues, as a 
common approach to key themes, such as global financial governance and regulation, may 
require some countries to do more as they move from an uneven level of regulatory and 
supervisory standards. 
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Constituting documents and Membership. There is no one binding constituting treaty of the 
G-20 rules, hence the participation and organisation of the European Union is based on 
practice. The EU, not the euro area, is the 20th full member of the gathering and the only 
non-country member of the group. Further, four EU Member States are members of the 
G-20 in their own right: France, Germany, Italy and the UK; the first three of which are 
members of the euro area. 
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Key governance aspects. There is currently a rotation presidency of the G-20. 19 countries 
of the group have been divided into five baskets and in the upcoming years the 
presidencies will be executed by one member of the group followed by a member of 
another group. The EU is the only member not included in the rotation. Four EU members 
have been grouped together. The voting system, in addition, is based purely on consensus 
as no treaty has been signed and ratified by G-20 member countries. The G-20 is not an 
official institution, but rather a de facto international gathering with a specific agenda of 
discussion. The creation of a G-20 secretariat is under discussion, but no clear 
developments in that direction have yet emerged.  
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2.3.2. International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

Origins and objectives. Since its conception in Bretton Woods in 1944 and the start of its 
operation in 1947, the IMF has been in charge of overseeing the international monetary 
system to avoid exchange rate instability and huge imbalances in the international balance 
of payments among major economies. This action would have limited restrictions to global 
trade by enabling the largest possible number of countries and citizens to buy goods and 
services cross-border. The facilitation of global trade has reduced over time the likelihood 
of major conflicts, which brought the world to the brink of collapse during the first half of 
the 20th century. This effort, with years, has required a constant increase of available funds 
and the gradual involvement of a greater number of countries. As of today, the IMF 
comprises 187 member countries, 186 of which are member countries of the UN (and the 
Republic of Kosovo). All Member States of the European Union are part of the IMF.  

The latest quota review has increased its available resources to roughly EUR 575 billion. 
Due to the important amount of resources under management, the IMF has become over 
time one of the few IFIs that can and does take binding decisions, which have a substantial 
impact on all of its members and that occasionally can change the economic and political 
course of a nation. 

Constituting documents and Membership. The International Monetary Fund is ruled by its 
Articles of Agreement (AoA) of 1944 with later modifications. Currently, membership is 
limited only to countries (Article II AoA). For this provision to be changed to accommodate 
any form of a unified European formal membership on an equal basis (of the EU, or the 
euro area, alongside or replacing that of EU Member States), there is a need of agreement 
from 3/5 of IMF members representing at least 85% of voting powers (Article XXVIII AoA). 

Key governance aspects. The governance of the Fund is based on the contribution that 
each country brings to it. Each member’s quota subscription determines its voting power, 
as well as the maximum amount of financial resources that it is obliged to provide to the 
IMF.4 The Fund also adopts its own currency (Special Drawing Rights or SDR) to 
denominate quotas. The distribution of quotas is based on a formula that takes into account 
different economic criteria, such as  

i) gross domestic product;  

ii) payment and receipts (openness);  

iii) net capital inflows and outflows (economic variability); and  

iv) international reserves.  

Quotas also define the amount of financing that a member can obtain under the several 
programmes that the IMF simultaneously runs. However, this amount will depend on the 
borrowing arrangements and additional macroeconomic circumstances. 
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4  The quota shares and the voting shares, however, do not always coincide, since each IMF member’s votes are 
comprised of basic votes plus one additional vote for each SDR 100,000 of quota (the 2008 reform fixed the 
number of basic votes at 5.502 % of total votes). 
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BOX 1: 2010 IMF QUOTA REFORM 

The designation of the quota represents one of the key elements in defining the balance of 
powers inside the IMF. For this reason, in the history of the Fund, 13 quota revisions were 
implemented and the 14th has been agreed in December 2010 and it will be completed by 
January 2013, attempting to adapt the governance to the new world economic situation. 
On 15 December 2010, the Board of Governors approved the last one, doubling quotas 
from approximately 238.4 billion Special Drawing Rights (SDR) to approximately 
SDR 476.8 billion (about EUR 575 billion). This reform permitted to shift more than 6% of 
quota shares from over-represented to under-represented member countries, especially 
emerging markets and developing countries. Moreover, according to this realignment, 
China became the 3rd largest member country of the Fund, and, with other relevant 
emerging economies (Brazil, India and Russia), will enter into the group of the ten largest 
shareholders of the Fund. This new reform is not in effect yet, however: the agreed 
timeline called for the quota increase and realignments to take effect by October 2012, 
and Executive Board reforms to be implemented no later than the subsequent Executive 
Board election, which is scheduled at the end of the same year. 

Quotas before and after implementation of reforms agreed in 2008 and 2010 
(as a percentage of shares of total IMF quota) 

Countries/ Groups of 
Countries 

As 2011* Pre 2007 Post-2008 
 Reform 

Post-2010  
Reform 

Advanced economies 60.5 61.6 60.5 57.7 

Major advanced economies (G7) 45.2 46.0 45.3 43.4 

United States 17.1 17.4 17.7 17.4 

EU 27 32.4 32.9 31.9 30.2 

Other advanced economies 15.3 15.6 15.1 14.3 

Emerging Markets and  
Developing Countries 39.5 38.4 39.5 42.3 

Developing countries 32.1 30.9 32.4 35.1 

Africa 5.4 5.5 4.9 4.4 

Asia 11.5 10.3 12.6 16.1 

Middle East 7.6 7.6 7.2 6.7 

Western Hemisphere 7.6 7.5 7.7 7.9 

Emerging Markets 7.4 7.6 7.1 7.2 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 

Note: * before full implementation of 2010 quota reform. 
Source: IMF Finance Department. 
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Decision-making bodies. The governance of the Fund is split into two main decision-making 
bodies: 

1. Board of Governors and 
2. Executive Board. 

Board of Governors. The Board of Governors (BoG) is the most important body composed 
of one governor, usually the Finance Minister or the President of the Central Bank, and one 
alternate per country, who take decisions on: 

 Quota increases and general reviews of quotas (85% majority voting); 
 New members (85% majority voting); 
 Allocation of SDRs (85% majority voting5) and payments (70% majority voting); 
 New composition of the Executive Board and number of associate for each counsellor 

(85% majority voting); 
 Compulsory withdrawal of members (85% majority voting); 
 Suspension of the Fund’s operations beyond one year (up to 2 years; 85% majority 

voting); 
 Amendments to the Articles of Agreement (AoA) (3/5 of members having 85% 

majority); 
 Interpreting the AoA in addition to the Committee on Interpretations (85% 

majority);  
 Liquidation of the Fund (85% majority voting). 

For each meeting, a quorum of a majority of members representing not less than 2/3 of the 
total voting powers is requested and most of its decisions are taken with an 85% majority 
rule. The BoG typically meets once a year and can delegate powers to the Executive Board, 
which is the body that runs the operations of the Fund, supported by the work of the 
Managing Director (appointed by the Board) and his/her staff. This body takes strategically 
important decisions for the Fund. 

Executive Board. The Executive Board (EB) is composed of 24 Executive Directors 
appointed or elected by the BoG. The first five countries with the biggest quota appoint five 
of them, while China, Saudi Arabia and Russia have managed to get a single seat for their 
own governors through elections. There are no rules governing how the rest of the member 
countries group together within the IMF but a system has developed under which countries 
come together in groups during the election of the Executive Directors. Each governor 
voluntarily allocates all votes referred to his/her country to one person, who – if she/he 
receives more than 4% and is thus elected at the first ballot – will represent the countries 
that have voted for him and that will form a constituency. In the subsequent ballots, 
Executive Directors can be elected with a lower percentage. Thus, it is around the election 
of Executive Directors, who will represent their voters, that the so-called ‘constituencies’ 
emerge. There are no rules about how the constituencies are run, each constituency 
developing its own conventions. Most of these tend not to be codified but there are also 
cases of ‘constituency agreements’. Some constituencies are dominated by the country that 
has the chair, others are more egalitarian. They typically try to build consensus, if no 
consensus emerges decisions might be taken by majority voting. Countries change 
constituencies, most often in order to take up influential positions (Executive Director, 
Alternate Executive Director, and Senior Advisor) within their group. 

In effect, for those who are not able to elect or appoint his/her own governor, there is a 
need to agree with other countries on a governor who will represent their vote in the 
Executive Board. However, in order to safeguard some equality of power between 
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5  Except for a decrease in the rates of allocation. 
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constituencies, the AoA do not allow the election of governors representing more than 9%. 
This situation rules out the possibility for the euro area to elect one common governor, as 
the percentage she/he will potentially represent is far higher than 9%. However, it does not 
impede euro area Member States to coordinate among themselves and exercise all their 
votes as one. Those euro area countries that had insufficient power to elect their own 
governor or dominate a constituency may need, however, to leave their current 
constituencies and form a new one with other euro area members (see Chapter 3.1). 

The Executive Board deals with the operational daily activities of the Fund and decides on: 

 Daily activities of the Fund, such as approval of arrangements and completion of 
countries reviews; 

 All activities delegated by the Board; 
 Suspension of members that do not fulfil their obligations; 
 Temporary suspension of operations (up to 1 year based on 85% majority voting);  
 Nomination of a managing director, who will lead the IMF staff. 

A quorum of half of the Directors, who represent at least half of total voting shares, is 
required. Most of its important decisions are taken with a 70% majority of total voting 
share, but when it is not specified in the AoA, decisions are taken with a 50% majority. 
Two advisory ministerial committees support the work of the Board of Governors and are 
typically drawn from the governors representing the 187 member countries. 

Table 2: Application of majority thresholds at the IMF6 

Majority 
Threshold 

Applicable to:  

85%  

Applies mainly to changes in the general governance of 
the IMF, including:  

 amendments to the Articles of Agreement (BoG); 
 allocations of special drawing rights (BoG); 
 decisions on the number of executive directors (BoG); 
 quota changes (BoG); 
 creation of and changes to the International Monetary and Financial 

Committee (BoG); 
 withdrawal of member countries from the Fund (BoG); 
 gold transactions (BoG); 
 exchange rate decisions, for example, par value decisions (relevant 

under Bretton Woods system). 

70%  

Applies mainly to financial matters, including:  
 design of IMF facilities: 
 decisions on rate of charge and rate of remuneration; 
 repurchase policies; 
 valuation of the SDR; 
 budget of the Fund; 
 liquidation of the Fund. 

50%  

Applies to all decisions not explicitly covered by the 70% and 85% thresholds; 
covers issues that arise during the daily functioning of the IMF, including 
decisions on programmes, Article IV consultations, publication policies, and 
standards and codes, among others. 

Source: Authors’ elaboration from Bini Smaghi, 2006. 

Despite the precise allocation of voting thresholds for the important decisions, the Board of 
Governors and the Executive Board function under a cooperative decisions-making 
framework where decisions are normally taken by consensus and not by formal voting. 
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6  Where the decision is not clearly assigned to the Board of Governors by the Articles of Agreement, it can be 
delegated by the Board of Governors to the Executive Board (Article XII, sec 2b, AoA).  
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During a meeting the chairman ascertains the ‘sense of the meeting’, the position that 
would be supported by a large majority in lieu of a formal vote with discussions continuing 
until a large majority emerges. Any Executive Director can, however, require a formal 
voting. Therefore, the allocation of voting powers always plays a crucial role for the final 
decisions. 

Role of euro area. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the merits of a common representation of 
the euro area, taking into account that the IMF oversees currency areas and accepts the 
euro currency as one of the currencies for quota payments. For these reasons, at first 
glance, the IMF would be the institution where a common representation of the euro area 
would in principle is most appropriate. 
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Figure 2: Stylised view of IMF governance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Taken from IMF document and elaborated by authors. 
Note: IMFC: International Monetary and Financial Committee. 
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2.3.3. The World Bank  

Together with the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank is one of the main 
institutions created at the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Since its creation, the World 
Bank has expanded from a single institution (IBRD) to a closely associated group of five 
development institutions, thus creating the World Bank Group:  

1. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) 
2. International Development Association (IDA) 
3. International Finance Corporation (IFC) 
4. Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) 
5. International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) 
 

Figure 3: Structure of the World Bank Group 

  

WORLD BANK GROUP 

    

 

 

 

 

 

  

IBRD IDA IFC MIGA ICSID 

Source: Authors. 

 

IBRD and IDA. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the 
International Development Association (IDA) are key bodies of the World Bank. The 
members of the IBRD are the same 187 member states of the IMF. IDA’s members are 171 
members of the IBRD that accepted membership in the Association (IDA provides loans to 
the poorest nations). Both IBRD and IDA are ruled by their own Articles of Agreement 
(Aoa). Accession to the World Bank is conditional on prior membership in the IMF (Article II 
AoA of IBRD). The IBRD original mission was to finance the reconstruction of areas 
devastated by Word War II, but later the institution re-focused on fighting poverty and 
fostering economic growth in middle-income and creditworthy lower-income countries. The 
IBRD is structured like a cooperative that is owned and operated for the benefit of its 187 
member countries. The International Development Association (IDA) is the part of the 
World Bank that provides loans to the poorest countries.  
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Key governance aspects. All powers of the Bank are vested in its Board of Governors, 
composed of one governor and one alternate from each member state. These are usually 
the countries’ Minister of Finance, Governors of their Central Banks or senior officials of 
similar rank. The Governors and Alternates serve for a term of five years and can be 
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reappointed. If a country that is a member of the Bank is also a member of the 
International Development Association (IDA) or the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), then its Governor and alternate serve ex-officio as the Governor and Alternate on the 
IFC and IDA Boards of Governors and also as representatives of their country on the 
Administrative Council of the International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes 
(ICSID). The Governors and Alternates of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 
(MIGA) are appointed separately. 

Executive Directors. The Bank's Board of Governors has delegated most of its authority to 
25 Executive Directors who are responsible for the conduct of the general operations of the 
Bank. Five directors are appointed by each of the five members having the largest number 
of shares (the United States, Japan, Germany, France and the United Kingdom). China, 
Russia and Saudi Arabia also have their own single seat, while the other members elect the 
remaining Executive Directors. The 25 Executive Directors formally select a President for a 
five-year renewable term. The President is in practice nominated by the US Government. 
The Executive Directors and the President form the World Bank Board of Directors. The 
President of the Bank is also ex officio President of the International Development 
Association, and the Governor and the Executive Directors of the Bank serve in the same 
capacity in the IDA.  

Voting system. The voting system differs from agency to agency within the World Bank 
Group. The IBRD takes decision with a majority of the votes cast with some exceptions, 
such as the vote on the increase of the number of Executive Directors, which requires a 
decision of the Boards of Governors by an 80% majority. Like the IMF, the IBRD uses a 
weighted system of voting. Each member has 250 votes plus one additional vote for each 
share of stock held. The United States is the largest single shareholder with 16.41% of the 
votes, followed by Japan (7.87%), Germany (4.49%), the United Kingdom (4.31%) and 
France (4.31%). 

Role of euro area. The voting system and the allocation of quotes mirror essentially the IMF 
governance and distribution of shareholdings. Therefore, the proposals of a common 
external representation of the euro area, supported by the power index analysis, could be 
extended to the governance of the World Bank. However, this is not formally discussed in 
the next Chapter for two reasons:  

i) the quantitative analysis for the World Bank would give the same numbers since the 
distribution of shareholdings is practically  the same; and 

ii) the different competences of the World Bank may generate conflicts with EU 
competences that may not be easily to overcome.  
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In fact, a single membership of the euro area in the World Bank could currently generate 
inconsistencies with the shared competence on development policy between the European 
Union and its Member States. A euro area membership could only be considered if the 
process of integration within the currency area will lead the euro area to establish new 
institutions that would take on the national competences on development policy. 
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2.3.4. Financial Stability Board (FSB) 

The Financial Stability Board (FSB) is an international organisation composed of Finance 
Ministers and Central Bank Governors of the G-20 countries, plus Spain, Switzerland, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and the Netherlands. The FSB also interacts with non-country 
members, such as European institutions and global organisations/standard-setting bodies. 
The European Commission and the ECB are active members of the Board on behalf of 
Europe.  

Origins and objectives. The FSB was originally established in 1999 as the Financial Stability 
Forum (within the G-7 forum), and converted into the current institution in April 2009, in 
the aftermath of the financial and economic crisis. 

The mandate of the FSB is manifold, as set out in Article 2, FSB Charter: 

 Assessing vulnerabilities affecting the financial system and identifying and 
overseeing action needed to address them; 

 Promoting coordination and information exchange among authorities responsible for 
financial stability; 

 Monitoring and advising on market developments and their implications for 
regulatory policy; 

 Advising on and monitoring best practice in meeting regulatory standards; 
 Undertaking joint strategic reviews of the policy development work of the 

international standard-setting bodies to ensure their work is timely, coordinated, 
focused on priorities and addressing gaps; 

 Setting guidelines for and supporting the establishment of supervisory colleges; 
 Managing contingency planning for cross-border crisis management, particularly 

with respect to systemically important firms; and 
 Collaborating with the IMF to conduct Early Warning Exercises. 

Therefore, its activities aim at developing and promoting the implementation of effective 
regulatory and supervisory standards in light of preserving financial stability (Article 1, FSB 
Charter). The FSB primarily supports the G-20 work by informing its discussions with 
technical analyses from its standing committees (as a consultative body) and by providing 
guidelines to support the implementation of the G-20 commitments for the financial sector 
by main global jurisdictions and to assist the work of financial standards-setters. In 
addition, members commit to maintain the openness and transparency of the financial 
sector (Article 5.1 (b)). 
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Key governance aspects. The FSB’s operational work is led by the Secretariat (with a 
Chairman) and the Steering Committee (Article 13, FSB Charter), which includes Central 
Bank Governors and Ministries of Finance, but the Plenary (meeting twice a year and 
through conference calls) is the official decision-making body that take decisions by 
consensus. It mainly approves the FSB work programme and adopts the guidelines, 
principles and reports developed by the FSB (Article 7, FSB Charter). The work is then 
channelled to the current three standing committees and working groups, which also 
include national regulatory authorities. The standing committees and working groups 
interact with standards-setters (such as the International Accounting Standards Board) and 
key international fora. In particular, guidelines for banking, insurance and securities 
markets are discussed respectively in a joint forum with the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision (BCBS), the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and 
the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS), which represent national 
regulators of all main legal jurisdictions across the world. 
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Membership. The FSB is an international body established to coordinate the work of 
national financial authorities and international standards-setting bodies. According to the 
FSB Charter (Article 4), there are three groups of membership: 

 National and regional authorities responsible for maintaining financial stability 
(namely ministries of finance, central banks, supervisory and regulatory 
authorities);  

 International financial institutions; and 
 International standard setting, regulatory, supervisory and central bank bodies. 

Institutions from 24 states, among them France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain 
and the United Kingdom are represented in the FSB. Additionally, the European Central  
Bank, the European Commission, the IMF, the World Bank, the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) are 
members, as well as the above-mentioned international standard-setting bodies. 

Role of euro area. In relation to the role that the euro area should play within the FSB, the 
ECB and the European Commission are FSB members alongside representatives of six EU 
Member States, including five EU Member States whose currency is the euro. Nevertheless, 
the FSB only takes decisions that affect financial regulatory and supervisory practices and 
has a limited role in the monetary policy decisions that may directly affect a currency area 
– a role largely performed by the IMF. In addition, financial regulation, together with 
supervisory practices, is applied to the whole European Economic Area (EEA) and it is a 
shared competence of the European Union.  
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It could be argued, on the one hand, that a common euro area representation could 
probably improve coordination among the five countries in the FSB whose currency is the 
euro, and it would provide additional representation for the euro area on top of the ECB’s. 
On the other hand, however, it may overlap with the work of the European Commission in 
this international framework as the competent European institution. Consequently, a 
common representation for the euro area would not be of a priority. Already in the current 
setting, the ECB provides inputs for matters of financial regulation and supervision that 
may indirectly affect the currency area and its policies. 
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2.3.5. Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) is an international organisation consisting of 
central banks that supports international monetary and financial cooperation. It gathers 60 
central banks in the general meeting (including 15 euro area Member States’ central 
banks7 and the ECB), where voting power is proportionate to the number of BIS shares, to 
discuss how best to fulfil the mandate of promoting monetary and financial stability. The 
governance of daily operations is split among the Board of Directors (mainly deciding on 
financial operations, external representation and appointment/supervisions of 
management, in line with the BIS compliance charter) and the management (in charge of 
daily operations). The role of the BIS is to coordinate the efforts of central bankers to 
contribute to monetary and financial stability. The BIS coordinates several important 
committees in prudential supervision and regulation: 

 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision; 
 Committee on the Global Financial System; 
 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems; 
 Markets Committee; 
 Central Bank Governance Forum; and 
 Irving Fisher Committee on Central Bank Statistics. 

It coordinates with other international organisations. The FSB has based its own secretariat 
at BIS premises. An important area of action is the forum on capital requirements, within 
the Basel Committee. 

Role of euro area. 25 EU central banks, 15 of which are euro area central banks, are 
members of the BIS. The ECB is already a member of the BIS, representing the interests of 
the euro area. An additional common representation that is not a central bank would not be 
in line with the membership requirements of the Bank. 

 

                                          
7  The central banks of Malta and Cyprus are not members of the BIS. 
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Table 3: Overview of selected international financial institutions 

 

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES AND INSTRUMENTS MEMBERSHIP 

G
-2

0
 International forum on the global 

economic & financial agenda. 
Gathering Heads of State or Government, and 
Ministers of Finance and Central Bank 
Governors. 

19 of the world’s major advanced and 
emerging economies, and the European Union. 

IM
F 

Promotes international monetary 
cooperation. 
Provides resources to help members in 
balance of payments difficulties. 
Provides resources for poverty reduction 
programs. 

Economic surveillance. 
Loans to countries in difficulty. 
Technical assistance and training to help 
countries improve their economic management. 

187 member countries. 
Its members are represented through a quota 
system broadly based on their relative size in 
the global economy. 

W
o

rl
d

 B
a
n

k
 Five organisations, with different 

objectives. 
The IBRD aims to reduce poverty in 
middle-income. 
The IDA, focused exclusively on the 
poorest countries 

Low-interest loans, interest-free credits, and 
grants to developing countries. 
Technical assistance to support a wide array of 
public investments. 

The IBRD has 187 member countries, while the 
IDA has 171.  
Only members of IBRD are allowed to join 
other institutions within the Bank. 

FS
B

 

Identify vulnerabilities of the financial 
system. 
Promote the implementation of financial 
sector policies. 

Coordination activity with national financial 
authorities and international standard setting 
bodies.  
It collaborates with the IMF to conduct Early 
Warning Exercises. 

National authorities responsible for financial 
stability in significant international financial 
centres. 
International financial institutions. 
International groupings of regulators. 

B
IS

 

Serve central banks in pursuing 
monetary and financial stability. 
Foster international cooperation among 
Central Banks. 
Act as a bank for Central Banks. 

Promoting discussion and collaboration. 
Acting as a prime counterparty for central 
banks in their financial transactions. 

60 central banks in the general meeting. 
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3. A UNIFIED EURO AREA EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION: 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND INSTITUTIONAL SET-UP 

KEY FINDINGS 

Bretton Woods institutions (IMF and World Bank) 

 In the short term coordination could come through a body created under the 
activities of the Eurogroup, with preparatory meetings in Brussels, which would 
follow the agenda of the international organisation. Such a permanent 
Subcommittee of the Eurogroup Working Group (EWG) could bring, for instance, 
common positions at the IMF through an agreement by Member States not to 
exercise their vote in the Executive Board if there is no agreement beforehand, or 
through the commitment to follow a coordinated draft position prepared by the 
secretariat of the Subcommittee. This draft position would be automatically adopted 
unless a qualified majority of the Member States would object to it in an agreed 
time-frame. The Eurogroup should then obtain an observer status in the IMF 
Executive Board. As a result, both the ECB (on monetary issues) and a politically 
accountable institution on fiscal matters (Eurogroup) would be fully represented. 

 In the longer term, more than just coordination could be achieved in the euro area 
by using the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) as the institution to channel the 
fiscal aspects of euro area members’ relations with the IMF. For instance, all 
national quotas of euro members would be merged in the ESM which would then be 
presented at the IMF by its Managing Director. A single euro area membership, 
however, may need to consider political aspects in the balancing of powers and 
practical aspects such as whether intra-euro area trade should still be counted 
towards the calculation of the quota. The euro area together could potentially give 
up roughly 2% of its total quotas with no impact on its dominance of the Fund.  

 A common euro area representation in these institutions finds solid economic 
grounds in the calculations of the power index analysis. The euro area would gain, in 
terms of relative and absolute power, against all key members of the institutions, 
including the United States. 

G-20 

 There seems no specific reason for the euro area to be represented at G-20 as a 
single member beyond the existing forms of the EU representation. The G-20 
greatest added value comes from the fact that it is a flexible forum of interaction of 
the most important global actors. In the harmonisation of global financial market 
standards, the European Commission typically plays an important role. 

 The IMF subcommittee of the Eurogroup or a separate one could also propose a 
common position for the euro area at G-20 level to be exercised by the three euro 
area members and proposed at EU level to become the basis of a workable 
compromise for the European Union’s common position. 
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This Chapter provides an overview of three options that can be considered as part of the 
strategy to create a common external representation of the euro area. The analysis focuses 
on two sets of international institutions: the Bretton Woods institutions (IMF and World 
Bank), and the G-20. With regard to the G-20, the analysis deals with the governance and 
potential options for coordination among euro area and non-euro area EU Member States. 
The FSB and the BIS are two institutions where the common representation of the euro 
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area would pose conflicts of competences. Representation in the FSB would not work as 
financial regulation and supervision are competences of the European Union as a whole, 
executed by the European Commission. In the case of the BIS, euro area membership 
would violate the constituting documents of the institution, which specify that only central 
banks can become members. 
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3.1. A unified euro area external representation at the Bretton 
Woods institutions 
As the euro area debt crisis unfolds, a common euro area representation within 
international institutions that have direct powers of intervention, such as the IMF and the 
World Bank, has been moved up on leaders’ agenda to strengthen the influence of the euro 
area in the decision-making processes. IMF programmes currently run in three euro area 
Member States, Greece, Portugal and Ireland, with the application of conditions that affect 
national policies and need coordination with other euro area Member States backing the 
intervention with additional guarantees and direct loans.  

The consolidation of euro area Member States’ quotas in the IMF fund has economic, legal 
and political implications, both horizontally with non-euro member countries and vertically 
with the internal redistribution of powers among euro area Member States. The following 
sections analyse these aspects and build scenarios for the common representation. 

The International Monetary Fund. All EU member states are currently part of the IMF, but 
the 17 euro area countries are represented by eight different directors (nine when Spain 
periodically chairs its Latin American constituency) and grouped together with other 
countries that are completely extraneous and unrelated to the euro area, as 
shown in Table 4. 

At first sight, the quota percentage of the euro area inside the IMF (depicted in Figure 4) 
appears extremely favourable to the euro area Member States. However, the distribution of 
power in the current situation does not reflect this edge. Only three euro area Member 
States are in the top 10 IMF countries and none is in the top three (according to their 
voting share). The United States has the biggest quota and voting share, resulting in a 
single concentrated power, able to influence the entire activity of the Fund. 

A different balance of powers would emerge if we sum the voting shares of the euro area. 
The sum of their voting shares is roughly 21% of the IMF total quotas, well above the US 
(see Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Euro area overall voting share in the IMF compared to other Members 

 
Source: IMF, 2012. 
Note: after full implementation 2010 quota reform. 
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Table 4: IMF Executive Directors representing euro area countries (in bold) 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting Votes 
of 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting 
Votes of 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting Votes of 

Austria Costa Rica Armenia 

Belarus El Salvador Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

Belgium Guatemala Bulgaria 

Czech Republic Honduras Croatia 

Hungary Mexico Cyprus 

Kosovo Nicaragua Georgia 

Luxembourg Spain Israel 

Slovak 
Republic 

Carlos Perez-
Verdia 

(Mexico) 
Jose 

Alejandro 
Rojas 

Ramirez 
(Venezuela) 

Venezuela Macedonia, 
FYROM 

Slovenia Albania Moldova 

Willy 
Kiekens 

(Belgium) 
Johann 
Prader 

(Austria) 

Turkey Greece Montenegro 

Antigua and 
Barbuda 

Italy Netherlands 

Bahamas, The Malta Romania 

Barbados Portugal 

Menno Snel 
(Netherlands) 

Yuriy G. 
Yakusha 
(Ukraine) 

Ukraine 

Belize San Marino Denmark 

Canada 

Arrigo Sadun 
(Italy) 
Thanos 

Catsambas 
(Greece) 

Timor-Leste Estonia 

Dominica Finland 

Grenada Iceland 

Ireland Latvia 

Jamaica 

Hubert 
Temmeyer 

Steffen 
Meyer 

Germany 

Lithuania 

St. Kittis and 
Nevis 

Norway 

St. Lucia 

Thomas 
Hockin 

(Canada) 
Mary T. 
O'Dea 

(Ireland) 

St. Vincent and 
the Grenadines 

Ambroise 
Fayolle 
Alice 

Terracol 

France 

Benny 
Andersen 
(Denmark) 
Audun Gronn 
(Norway) 

Sweden 
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The World Bank. All European Union Member States are part of the World Bank, and the 
current arrangement is the same for all four institutions comprising the World Bank Group: 
different euro area countries are represented by nine different Directors, grouped into the 
very same constituencies shown for the IMF, and thus including countries completely 
extraneous and unrelated to the Euro (see Table 5). 

Figure 5: Euro area overall voting share in the IBRD compared to other member 
countries 

 
 
Source: World Bank, 2012. 
 
Even in this case, the euro area has a voting share above 20%. However, a single 
membership of the euro area in the World Bank could currently generate inconsistencies 
with the shared competence on development policy between the European Union and its 
Member States. A euro area membership could only be considered if the process of 
integration within the currency area will lead the euro area to establish new institutions 
that would take on the national competences on development policy. 

As demonstrated in the foregoing tables and figures, the voting power of the euro area is 
clearly diluted by current decision-making arrangements in both the IMF and the World 
Bank. The following sections examine three possible options to redress this situation:  

i) Option 1: Status quo;  

ii) Option 2: Enhanced and effective coordination; and  
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iii) Option 3: A single membership. 
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Table 5: IBRD, IFC, MIGA and IDA Executive Directors representing euro area 
Member States (in bold) 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting Votes 
of 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting 
Votes of 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting Votes 
of 

Austria Costa Rica Armenia 

Belarus El Salvador Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

Belgium Guatemala Bulgaria 

Czech Republic Honduras Croatia 

Hungary Mexico Cyprus 

Kosovo Nicaragua Georgia 

Luxembourg Spain Israel 

Slovak 
Republic 

Marta 
Garcia 
(Spain) 
Jose 
Alejandro 

Juan Jose 
Bravo 
Moises 
(Mexico) 

Venezuela Macedonia, 
FYROM 

Slovenia Albania Moldova 

Konstantin 
Huber 
(Austria) 

Gino Alzetta 
(Belgium) 

Turkey Greece Montenegro 

Antigua and 
Barbuda 

Italy Netherlands 

Bahamas, The Malta Romania 

Barbados Portugal 

Rudolf Treffers 
(Netherlands) 

Stefan Nanu 
(Romania) 

Ukraine 

Belize San Marino Denmark 

Canada 

Piero 
Cipollone 
(Italy) 
Nuno Mota 
Pinto 
(Portugal) 

Timor-Leste Estonia 

Dominica Finland 

Grenada 

Ingrid G. 
Hoven 

Wilhelm M. 
Rissman 

Germany 

Iceland 

Ireland Latvia 

Jamaica Lithuania 

St. Kittis and 
Nevis 

Norway 

St. Lucia 

Marie-Lucie 
Morin 
(Canada) 

Mary T. 
Kelvin 
Dalrymple 
(Barbados) 

St. Vincent and 
the Grenadines 

Ambroise 
Fayolle 

Anne 
Touret-
Blondy 

France 

Anna Brandt 
(Sweden) 

Jens Haarlov 
(Denmark) 

Sweden 
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3.1.1. Option 1: Status Quo  

Issues pertaining to the euro area would continue to be discussed in the Eurogroup, the 
informal meeting of the Finance Ministers of the euro area in conjunction with the European 
Commission and the ECB. Decisions would be formally taken in the Economic and Financial 
Affairs Council (ECOFIN), where only the Eurogroup votes on issues relating to the 
European Monetary Union (EMU). ECOFIN is the Council body that, on a proposal from the 
Commission, may adopt decisions establishing common positions and ensuring a unified 
representation of EMU in international financial institutions and conferences. The Council 
acts after consulting the ECB. Even though the ministers of the EU Member States that are 
not part of the euro area do not take part in the meetings of the Eurogroup, they do 
participate in the meetings of the ECOFIN and can take part in the discussions on issues 
related to EMU. 

Coordination at the IMF. There are at present two bodies that allow for a certain level of 
coordination among EU Member States at the IMF: the EURIMF and the SCIMF.  

The first one, the EURIMF, is an informal body that meets to discuss all topics on the IMF 
agenda. It is mainly an informal group based in Washington, D.C., composed of the 
Executive Directors of EU Member States and a representative from the Commission 
Delegation and from the ECB. While the European Commission has merely an observer 
status and does not have an effective coordination role, the ECB has a stronger say on 
issues relating to the euro area. Its activities consist primarily of day-to-day coordination 
and informal exchange of views and information on Member States’ positions, especially on 
IMF economic surveillance activities (the reports periodically prepared by IMF staff on the 
general economic situation of Member States). The coordination is assured by the EU 
Council presidency ‘Grey’ mechanism (Eurodad, 2006). Before each Board meeting, each 
constituency prepares its own position paper on IMF staff reports, known in IMF jargon as 
‘grey’, and then presents them to the Board and at the end of the meeting, without a 
formal voting procedure, the number of constituencies supporting a specific position is 
presented and a decision is taken accordingly. Due to the extremely informal arrangement 
of the body and, above all, its composition, the EURIMF discusses almost all topics that are 
on the agenda of the Board. But it does so by simply exchanging views and opinions with a 
high degree of frankness and openness, without taking binding decisions. Its effectiveness 
primarily depends on the EU Council Presidency’s priority vis-à-vis EU Member States to 
coordinate on a given topic.  

The second body is the Sub-Committee on IMF, SCIMF, based in Brussels, linked to the 
Economic and Financial Committee (EFC), and receiving support from DG ECFIN on IMF 
matters. The European Commission, however, does not play a major role in steering 
decisions, as it is not involved in voting but only in running the Secretariat of the SCIMF. 
The SCIMF drafts the text of the EU Council President's speech at the IMF (its content is 
usually broad enough to be agreed by all Member States). In addition, decisions must 
reflect the position of the constituencies in which EU Member States are involved. The 
result is thus limited to some sort of common view (political compromise) on Article IV 
Articles of Agreement (AoA) concerning a ‘country review’. 

In reality, SCIMF only provides useful information to Member States; its decisions are not 
binding. SCIMF can put forward proposals for common decisions, but thus far this 
mechanism has not been effective due to the divergent national interests which have 
impeded unity. 
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The position of the European Commission in the two bodies vis-à-vis the Parliamentary 
oversight over the SCIMF and the EFC may constitute another weakness of the system. 
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Only the EFC President ‘maintains relations with the European Parliament’ (Article 11 EFC 
Statute).8 As a consequence, neither EURIMF nor SCIMF can provide a fully accountable 
unified position of the European Union (or the euro area) in the IMF. 

Coordination at the World Bank. Also in the World Bank, there is no structured mechanism 
of coordination among euro area members and the current EU organisation is much less 
formalised than in the IMF and more based on ad-hoc initiatives at political level. This lack 
of coordination is probably attributable to the multiplicity of actors involved in World Bank 
issues and the varying types of relationships between the World Bank on one side, and EU 
Member States and the Commission on the other (Eurodad, 2006).  

At the moment, there is no coordination frame similar to SCIMF in Brussels but only a 
structure based in Washington, D.C. (as the EURIMF), in which the EU Council Presidency 
has a more important role than in the IMF. Most of its activity is focused on trying to steer 
discussions, as well as draft the joint statements on specific issues and finally propose them 
to the Member States for approval. This structure is mainly a body to exchange views and 
to issue, where possible, common positions, under two defined types. The first being joint 
statements, which are used only occasionally and consist in reality of a common statement 
of all Member States with no separate declarations. Under this procedure, the EU Council 
Presidency plays a fundamental political role, since it manages the preparation and the 
circulation of the statement. There is no agreement on which topics these kinds of 
statements have to be used, but so far they have been used to ratify joint donor operations 
or issues related to World Bank relations with Member States of the EU before the 2005 
enlargement. The second and more common type of statement is the settlement of 
coordinated statements, which typically are a common document from the Presidency after 
the Executive Director's meeting.  

Democratic accountability. The issue of holding the decision makers (in this case situated in 
the ECOFIN and the ECB) accountable with the European Parliament is a pertinent one. 
From this angle, the ECB is an independent institution which ‘shall not seek or take 
instructions’ (Article 130 TFEU) be it from national governments or other Union institutions. 
It has, however, to engage with them, including the European Parliament. Article 127(4) 
TFEU mentions that the ECB ‘may submit opinions to the appropriate Union institutions’ on 
matters of its competence. The treaties therefore clearly call for a balanced approach in the 
relationship between the European Parliament and the ECB. Hence there is a Monetary 
Dialogue between the two institutions. The ECB President reports to the Committee on 
Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) of the European Parliament on a quarterly basis. 
The Vice President of the ECB presents the ECB Annual Report to the European Parliament. 
Other members of the Executive Board of the ECB also appear before the European 
Parliament to speak on issues relating to the competencies of the ECB. The relationship 
between the ECB and the European Parliament, however, could be further strengthened. 
On the basis of openness and good will, the ECB could make itself available for 
parliamentary question time-type sessions in the European Parliament. In the context of 
the external representation of the euro area, a new ad-hoc European Parliament Sub-
Committee could be established within ECON. 

The legitimacy of the Eurogroup and the Council derives from national electorates. In 
addition, the President of the Eurogroup cooperates with the European Parliament and 
attends ECON meetings on a regular basis (normally every six months). 
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3.1.2. Option 2: Enhanced and effective coordination 

The second option of an ‘enhanced’ coordination includes three stages outlined below as 
Options 2 (a) through 2 (c). It envisages the establishment of a new Subcommittee (Option 
2 (a)); its internal decision-making (Option 2 (b)); and how this decision-making could be 
further strengthened (Option 2 (c)). 

Option 2 (a). A second option would be the creation of a new body that would allow for 
the effective coordination of euro area Member States in the IMF. This body would require 
the participation of high-ranking finance officials and would have to meet frequently enough 
to prepare joint positions for the sessions of the IMF’s Executive Board, i.e. potentially 
several times per week. It should have the support of a permanent secretariat with a wide-
ranging expertise reflecting the wide agenda of the Executive Board. Such a body should be 
created as a permanent Subcommittee of the existing Eurogroup Working Group (EWG). It 
would concentrate on the euro area’s representation at the IMF. Thus, unlike the SCIMF, its 
membership would be limited to representatives of the euro area Member States alone.  

The members of the new Subcommittee would be finance ministries’ and central bank 
officials, who usually provide instructions to the Executive Directors at the IMF.9 This new 
Subcommittee would meet frequently and would rely on the Commission for secretariat 
support. It should also address all general policy issues that are currently excluded from 
coordination. Given that Heads of State have already decided to reinforce the governance 
of the euro area, this step should in principle already have the required political support. 

In addition, a representative of the Eurogroup would need to obtain observer status at the 
IMF (at Executive Board level). The euro area would then be represented by the ECB, as 
observer on monetary issues, and by a politically accountable institution responsible for 
fiscal issues (Eurogroup). The representative of the Eurogroup would be given 
administrative and analytical support from the European Commission. 

This option would mostly affect the governance of the constituencies dominated by euro 
area Member States (see Table B.1 in Annex B). The decisions of this new Subcommittee 
would be somehow imposed in these constituencies, potentially leading non-euro area 
countries (including EU Member States) to leave and perhaps to the reshuffle of the whole 
IMF constituency. Non-euro area countries (whether or not in the EU), however, could 
coordinate with the dominant euro area members and convey their proposals to the 
Subcommittee through them, as they will be affected by its decision on behalf of the 
constituency. For non-euro area countries’ dominated constituencies, this option might lead 
euro area members to leave, as long as they are not able to put through the euro-area 
coordinated position. However, the creation of a Subcommittee of the Eurogroup (combined 
with the observer status for the Eurogroup) would constitute only a first step, which might 
achieve little if the incentives to coordinate are not altered.  

There are multiple reasons why informal coordination has not worked so far at the IMF and 
in general in international institutions. First and foremost is the fact that each Member 
State, taken individually, has an interest in being able to make its own voice heard at the 
IMF, even if this means that it has very little influence. Moreover, if no common position 
can be agreed, the default is that each Member State is free to defend its own national 
point of view. For decisions with direct financial implications, the lack of fiscal powers of 
these committees constitutes an additional impediment to take binding positions.  
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A qualitative improvement in coordination can thus be achieved only if the incentives are 
changed. A change in the decision-making procedures can achieve this, leading to the 
Option 2(b). 

Option 2(b). Member States could commit not to exercise their vote within the Executive 
Board, if no common position can be agreed beforehand. It would only apply to euro area 
Executive Directors. This would provide a powerful incentive to build a common position, as 
their voice would remain unheard. This incentive to achieve an effective coordination could 
be sharpened by a further procedural change, outlined in Option 2(c).  

Option 2(c). The proposal for a common position at the IMF drafted by the secretariat of 
the Subcommittee is taken to be adopted unless a majority disapproves. This idea is 
inspired by the example of the reverse majority procedure now accepted within the new EU 
economic governance framework. 

These three steps would all be possible without changing the Treaty and would not require 
any rearrangement of the quotas within the IMF. If effectively implemented, this proposal 
could provide for a de facto unified representation of the euro area at the IMF covering 
most aspects of the work of the Fund. In terms of voting in the IMF Executive Board, the 
euro area would be united and would thus become more powerful than the United States.  

Nor would such reforms require either any change to the IMF’s AoA. A problem of horizontal 
coherence may emerge, however, between the Eurogroup Member States and those 
countries outside of the euro area, as the non-euro area EU members would have relatively 
less power. But this problem is the same as between the Eurogroup and the full ECOFIN. 
Regarding the existing committee, there are two potential solutions. The first option would 
consist of dissolving the current SCIMF and propose the common positions elaborated by 
the Subcommittee to the EU Council Presidency, which would try to use them as the base 
for an EU-wide compromise. The second option would be a stronger coordination between 
the SCIMF and the proposed Subcommittee. The Subcommittee would meet more 
frequently and its common decisions would be shared with the SCIMF, which could use 
them or part of them to reach an EU common position.  

Democratic accountability. The ‘observer status’ of the Eurogroup (drawing on Article 138.2 
TFEU as its Treaty basis) should include a regular dialogue between the European 
Parliament’s Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) and the Eurogroup 
representatives. For the European Parliament to enter into a real exchange of views with 
the Eurogroup representatives, it should be periodically informed about the Eurogroup’s 
positions in the IMF before the IMF meetings take place. 
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The democratic accountability could be strengthened by establishing a new format of 
cooperation between the European Parliament’s ECON Committee, the National Parliaments 
committees on economic and financial matters of the euro area Member States (at the 
moment the only inter-parliamentary cooperation that exists is among National Parliaments 
from all 27 EU Member States). 
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3.1.3. Option 3: Euro area single membership 

In the longer term, the euro area could achieve a single membership through the European 
Stability Mechanism (ESM) as the institution with own legal personality representing the 
fiscal authorities of the euro area. For the IMF, for instance, quotas would be merged via 
the ESM. Two variants are a priori possible. 

Option 3(a). Member States formally keep their IMF membership (the most-often cited 
obstacle to a unified euro area representation at the IMF is that only countries are 
members of the IMF), but they would channel their quotas and contributions to the IMF via 
the ESM, whose Managing Director would then represent the fiscal interests of the euro 
area in the form of a euro area ‘super constituency’. The alternate to the euro area’s 
collective constituency Executive Director would be nominated by the ECB (typically, the 
President). In this way, both the fiscal and monetary authorities of Europe could cooperate 
in shaping the input of the euro area into the decisions of the Executive Board. Under this 
option the euro area would formally still be represented by national finance ministers at the 
IMF’s Board of Governors, but one would expect that they would have a common position 
and that they would let the President of the Eurogroup (if it is one of them) speak for them 
collectively.  

Option 3(b). Member States would cease even formally to be members of the IMF. In this 
case, the ESM could then become directly a member of the IMF, with its own quota, which 
might be lower than that of the sum of the euro area Member States because intra-euro 
area trade would no longer count towards the calculation of the quota. Under this option 
the euro area would be represented by the Eurogroup President at the level of the Board of 
Governors. In effect, the ESM does have legal personality, while the Eurogroup does not. 

There are clearly a number of challenges to be overcome for this idea to be feasible. Firstly, 
in order to provide for a euro area single membership, the IMF Articles of Agreement would 
need to be changed to allow the euro area to become a member of the Fund. This would 
need to gain the acceptance of three-fifths of the members of the IMF having 85% of the 
total voting share. Secondly, the Treaty does not clarify the meaning of ‘unified’ 
representation, which may be interpreted as more loosely defined than a ‘single’ 
representation for the euro area.  

Figure 6: Voting share of euro area Member States in the IMF and ESM 
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Another possible challenge is represented by the fact that ESM shares do not reflect exactly 
the current relative voting shares inside the IMF. Some countries, in fact, carry more 
weight in the ESM than in the IMF (e.g. Italy, France Germany and Spain) while the 
opposite situation obtains for others (e.g. the Netherlands and Belgium). Therefore, in the 
case of the option 3(b), euro area Member States should decide which voting shares apply 
in making the choices inside the common representation, and if ESM internal weights would 
be applied, some countries should accept a reduction of their relative weight inside the IMF. 
However, the problem is not so difficult to solve: as Figure 6 above clearly depicts, the 
differences are quite slim for all the countries, and the losses for Netherlands or Belgium 
(the two most hit countries using ESM voting shares) would be around 2.5%, a relative 
small amount compared to the possibility to dominate the entire Fund as a euro area 
member. 

The euro area and the European Union have strong arguments for establishing a single 
membership. In the current context, they are both underrepresented (as European Union, 
in particular) and overrepresented in the Fund (as EU and euro area Member States treated 
collectively). To convince third partners to accept a single euro area representation 
(replacing Member States), the euro area countries may need to relinquish more power to 
emerging economies. A single membership, therefore, may need broader political support 
from non-euro area countries in the rebalancing of powers in key international institutions 
such as the IMF. In the following section, based on a power index analysis, we demonstrate 
how the euro area together could potentially give up roughly 2% of its total quotas without 
risking its dominance of the Fund. Furthermore, the pooling of quotas would increase 
concentration at the top of the Fund, but the overall structure would remain highly 
fragmented, also in light of the prevailing 70% and 85% majority rules (see Annex D, 
Table D.1 on concentration ratios). 

The need of a common representation of the euro area emerges also considering the 
structure of the current quota formula. In fact, the current quota formula is the result of a 
weighted average of four elements:10 

 Gross Domestic Product (weight of 50%): GDP is measured as a blend of GDP 
based on market exchange rates (60%) and on Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 
exchange rates (40%);  

 Openness (weight of 30%): measured as the annual average of the sum of current 
payments and current receipts (goods, services, income and transfers) for a five-
year period; 

 Economic variability (weight of 15%): measured as variability of current receipts 
and net capital flows (measured as a standard deviation from the centred three-year 
trend over a 13-year period); and 

 International reserves (weight of 5%): 12-month average over a year of official 
reserves (foreign exchange, SDR holdings, reserve position in the Fund and 
monetary gold).  
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10  The formula also includes a ‘compression factor’ that reduces the dispersion in calculated quota shares across 
members and assures that quota shares sum to 100%. 
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Since in the current formula GDP counts for 50% in determining the countries’ weight in 
the Fund, the effective weight of the euro area is designed to decline according to the euro 
area loss of weight in the global economy. In fact, analysing IMF World Economic Outlook 
data (Figure 7), it emerges how already in 2016 the euro area will count only for 12% of 
global GDP, just one third less of the weight it had in 2000. More important, its declining 
trend is faster than the other advanced economies, implying a relative reduction not only 
towards developing countries, but also towards the other G-7 partners. In this global 
scenario, from a political point of view, the current fragmentation of euro area Member 
States at the IMF appears even more unsustainable in the future. 

Figure 7: Evolution of the share of euro area GDP in world economy 

Source: Authors’ own elaboration on IMF data.  

European Union representation. As long as a significant number of EU Member States 
remain outside the euro area, it will be difficult to achieve a broader European Union 
representation in the IMF. The commonality of interests among non-euro EU Member 
States is much lower, and any move to strengthen the EU’s position would open another 
Pandora’s box: the need for greater coordination between the Eurogroup representative(s) 
and other EU Member States. Representatives of non-euro EU Member States could be 
included in all the Eurogroup coordination meetings, as also happens with the 
Subcommittee on IMF. 
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Democratic accountability. The democratic accountability under both options, 3(a) and 
3(b), should be strengthened. A stronger interaction of the Eurogroup, the ECB and ESM 
representatives with the European Parliament would provide such control, as well as the 
creation of a new channel of dialogue with the euro area National Parliaments as mentioned 
already under Option 2. The issue of accountability of these actors is important also 
because of the existence of a judicial control where the European Court of Justice reviews 
‘the legality of acts intended to produce legal effects vis-a-vis third parties’ 
(Article 263 TFEU). 
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3.2. The Power Index Analysis 
Power index analysis is a powerful instrument with which to assess the current and 
prospective voting power in the IMF and World Bank governance. It can determine the 
potential shift in the balance of power due to the emergence of a new model of governance 
or the aggregation of voting powers. The power index analysis factors in aspects of the 
decision-making process that are going to influence the final decision: notably, the real 
power of a member depends not only on its voting share, but also on the real possibility 
that it has to influence the final outcome of the voting process. This factor is as intimately 
linked to the institutional structure of the decision-making process as are the required 
majority and the distribution of voting shares among the other members. This approach is 
particularly suitable for analysing situations in which the distribution of voting shares is 
unequal, which aptly characterises the IMF and the World Bank. The members in both 
institutions differ significantly in their voting shares and the decision-making process in 
these institutions is characterised by several majority thresholds. 

To investigate the balance of power, the study uses two different measures of power: the 
Banzhaf index and the Coleman's power index. The first one, the Banzhaf index (Banzhaf, 
1965), calculates the probability that one's vote in particular will change the outcome of an 
election. The index captures the percentage of times each voter is a swing voter over the 
total number of times members are critical, and hence, the likelihood that a change in his 
vote would affect the result of the voting procedure. The ‘critical voter’, in effect, is the one 
whose vote may cause the proposed measure to fail and thus from whose participation 
depends on the creation of a winning coalition. The study also calculates an extension of 
the Banzhaf index, called the Coleman’s power index (Coleman, 1971), which gives a 
probabilistic measure of the potential power to prevent or initiate an action (see Annex A 
for a deeper explanation of the meaning and the construction of these indexes).  
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This study applies the power index analysis only to the situation of the euro area’s 
representation in the IMF, although much of the conclusion could also be applied to the 
World Bank, since the distribution of quotas is only slightly different between the two 
institutions and so the differences in terms of power share are limited. Previous studies 
have analysed single Member State’s power inside the IMF (Brandner & Grech, 2009; Leech 
& Leech, 2005), but they intended to describe the possibility of a common EU 
representation (and not euro area) at the IMF, thus comparing the status quo with the case 
in which all 27 Member States would merge their quotas. In these studies, in fact, in which 
the euro area was considered as a single constituency, the calculations were made 
considering all the EU Member States assembled in another single constituency (but 
excluding the euro area), thus modifying the intrinsic voting structure of the IMF Executive 
Board, i.e. modifying the balance of power among members. In order to make the situation 
as close to reality as possible, this study keeps the current structure of the constituencies 
inside the Executive Board unchanged to the highest possible extent. In addition, the 
previous studies were conducted using past voting rights, thus not considering the 
important changes implemented after the 2010 quota reform (see Box 1 above). These 
heavily reshaped the balance of power inside the IMF, giving more representation to 
developing countries.  
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To investigate the consequences of a euro area common representation at the IMF, this 
section analyses the three different options presented in the previous section:  

i) status quo;  

ii) enhanced cooperation; and  

iii) a single membership; providing separate considerations for the effects in the Board of 
Governors and in the Executive Board, using the voting shares assigned after the full 
implementation of the 2010 quota reform.  

However, before starting to analyse the three different options, it is useful to briefly 
describe the current situation of the power relationships among the G-20 countries, i.e. 
using the quota and voting shares of G-20 countries before the implementation of the 2010 
quota reform (see Annex B for the current composition of the different constituencies). 
Despite the fact that they represent over 90% of global GDP and production, inside the IMF 
their overall voting share amounts to only 73%, resulting in power (with 70% and 85% 
majority thresholds) of less than 60%. This imbalance between voting power and role in 
the global economy, however, hides another contradiction related to the internal imbalance 
of voting power among G-20 members. Indeed, even after the 2010 quota reform 
(analysed in Box 1), the under-representation of developing countries (notably China, 
Brazil, India, etc.) is still present and is just partially rebalanced at G-20 level by the over-
representation of developed countries (notably the United States and the big economies of 
the euro area). 

3.2.1. Option 1: Working within the confines of the status quo 

The distribution of quotas and votes inside the IMF following the 2010 reform is quite 
diluted. Excluding the United States, which holds by far the largest single voting share 
(16.5%), none of the other members’ share exceeds 7%. This situation gives on the one 
hand a veto power to the United States for any decision requiring an 85% majority, but on 
the other hand it implies that the creation of a coalition is required to reach all the possible 
majorities in the other cases. Several groups of countries (G-7/G-8 or debtor/creditor 
countries) have created in the past a more systemic coalition system (Bini Smaghi, 2006), 
but more often for each decision a winning majority had to be built based on political action 
of its members.  
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Board of Governors. Despite its infrequent meetings, the Board of Governors (BoG) 
represents the most important institutional body of the IMF. As discussed in section 2.3.2, 
it takes mainly decisions with an 85% majority rule, which makes it difficult to reach any 
agreement without reaching a consensus. As a result, the top 13 members (according to 
the voting share inside the IMF) have only a relative power, indicated by a Banzhaf index 
between 2% and 3.5% (see Annex A, Table A.1 for further details). Their relative power 
inside the Board is affected by the overall low level of quotas, but most notably by the high 
level of required majority. In this IMF body, not even the United States is able to conduct 
successful actions without coordinating with other member states (indicated by a Coleman 
initiative index equal to zero), although the United States has full power to block any 
proposal coming from other members in the BoG. This situation, with lower intensity, is 
common to all the other big countries present in the BoG, indicated by a Coleman 
preventive index around 100% (this situation concern the two biggest euro area countries, 
Germany and France and to some extent, Italy (78.3%) and Spain (69.6%), which thus 
have a veto power in this situation even if they act individually). 
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Executive Board. Currently the Executive Board is composed of 24 Directors, in a situation 
in which the power, excluding that of the United States, is not highly concentrated. Eight of 
them are representing single members including Germany and France. Four of the 
Executive Directors represent a constituency with more than 4% of the total voting shares 
(more interestingly three of them are led by euro area Member States, considering also the 
case of the rotating presidency of the common constituency of Spain and Mexico). The rest 
of the Executive Board is composed 12 small constituencies with a voting share of less than 
4%, including Ireland, Estonia and Finland (see Annex B, Table B.2 for a detailed 
description of the current constituencies and Directors). In the current configuration for 
decisions requiring a 50% majority, the United States is the only member which Banzhaf 
voting power (20.37%) exceeds its voting share (16.51%), while the other members have 
power index values completely aligned with their voting shares or slightly below (see Annex 
A, Table A.2 for a more detailed description). This situation is the natural result of the 
difficulty for other members to build winning majorities inside the Executive Board without 
the support of the United States. Table 6 offers the results of the power index analysis 
inside the Executive Board according to the 70% majority rule, which is applied in most of 
its important decisions.  
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The Banzhaf index shows how the United States maintains its overwhelming superiority 
towards all the other constituencies. Despite the presence of eight Directors representing 
constituencies with euro area countries (with Germany and France acting as a single-
member), the actual power deployable by the euro area Member States is very weak, 
especially in instigating an action. However, the high majority rule gives power to most of 
the euro countries to actually block a decision, which is not a trivial power (reflected in a 
high value of the Coleman preventive index). Furthermore, the higher the majority 
threshold, the lesser pronounced is the difference among countries. With the majority of 
85%, the distribution inside the Executive Board tends to balance voting power to a large 
extent, especially in the normalised Banzhaf index (see Table A.2 in Annex A for the power 
index analysis with different majority thresholds). 
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Table 6: Balance of power in the current IMF Executive Board with 70% threshold 

Constituencies/  
Single Members 

% of Fund  
voting share 

Normalised 
Banzhaf Index 

Coleman's Power 
to Prevent Action 

Coleman's Power 
to Initiate Action 

United States* 16.51% 10.99% 98.70% 5.24% 

Japan* 6.15% 6.44% 57.86% 3.07% 

Germany* 5.32% 5.63% 50.53% 2.68% 

France* 4.03% 4.31% 38.68% 2.05% 

United Kingdom* 4.03% 4.31% 38.68% 2.05% 

Belgium 4.82% 5.12% 46.00% 2.44% 

Mexico 4.95% 5.25% 47.18% 2.50% 

Netherlands 3.83% 4.10% 36.82% 1.95% 

Italy 4.17% 4.45% 39.99% 2.12% 

Singapore 4.34% 4.63% 41.58% 2.21% 

China* 6.08% 6.38% 57.26% 3.04% 

Australia 3.90% 4.17% 37.48% 1.99% 

Canada 3.38% 3.63% 32.55% 1.73% 

Denmark 3.29% 3.53% 31.73% 1.68% 

Lesotho 2.96% 3.18% 28.57% 1.52% 

Egypt 3.12% 3.36% 30.13% 1.60% 

India 3.05% 3.28% 29.45% 1.56% 

Brazil 3.36% 3.61% 32.39% 1.72% 

Saudi Arabia* 2.01% 2.17% 19.49% 1.03% 

Switzerland 2.75% 2.96% 26.58% 1.41% 

Russia* 2.59% 2.79% 25.02% 1.33% 

Iran 2.20% 2.37% 21.28% 1.13% 

Argentina 1.59% 1.71% 15.39% 0.82% 

Togo 1.51% 1.63% 14.67% 0.78% 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on IMF data.  
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Note: % of Fund: after full implementation of 2010 reform; Constituencies with euro area Member States are in 
bold, Eight countries marked with a (*) are represented by an own Director. Constituencies with more than 4% 
are lead by Belgium, Mexico, Italy and Singapore. See Annex A, Table A.2 for different majority thresholds. 
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3.2.2. Option 2: Enhanced and effective coordination 

As discussed earlier, the current representation of euro area countries inside the IMF could 
appear extremely powerful, representing up to more than 20% of the total voting shares. 
However, the lack of a common representation and coordination as well as the split into 
eight (sometimes nine) constituencies result in a much lower power in determining the final 
decisions. The following analysis considers the 17 euro area Member States as a single 
actor inside the Board of Governors and the Executive Board in order to compute the voting 
power measures as proposed by Banzhaf and Coleman. As a general remark which is also 
still valid for the following subsection on single membership, it is important to know that 
this change in the structure of the voting body would not affect only the power of euro area 
countries, but also the relative power of other members. Since resolutions are decided by 
coalitions among parties, the presence of a bigger player naturally has an impact on the 
possibility for the others to reach the required majority. 

Board of Governors. At first sight, the simple strengthened coordination would dramatically 
change the balance of power inside the IMF, since the euro area members could act as a 
single bloc during the votes in the BoG. Considering the case of the most important BoG’s 
decisions and thus implying the 85% majority rule, this option would assure that euro area 
countries wielded the same power as the United States (see Table 7 and Annex A, Table 
A.3 for different majority thresholds). Acting and voting in the same manner, the euro area 
Member States could practically prevent any action of the other IMF member states, even 
the United States which is underlined by a Coleman preventive index amounting to 100%. 
This fact appears of practical relevance, because while at the moment the United States 
alone can prevent any decision in the BoG, no single euro country can do the same. 

Table 7: Results of power index analysis of euro area and United States’ role 
inside the IMF BoG (85% majority) 

 Voting 
Shares 

Normalised 
Banzhaf Index 

Coleman's Power 
to Prevent Action 

Coleman's Power 
to Initiate Action 

Euro area  21.2% 4.56% 100% 0.03% 

United States  16.5% 4.56% 100% 0.03% 

Source: Authors’ own calculations based on IMF data. See also Annex A, Table A.3  
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Executive Board. The strengthened coordination would assure even a greater benefit for 
euro area countries in the context of their influence in the Executive Board. At the moment 
three constituencies are strictly dominated by euro area Member States. Italy, Belgium and 
the Netherlands not only represent their own voting shares, but they also represent the 
voting shares of the other countries included in their constituencies. This is not the case of 
the three constituencies including Spain, Ireland, Estonia and Finland. There the other non-
euro area countries, whether EU members or not, have the majority of votes as shown in 
Table 8. These four euro area countries do not dominate their constituencies. Thus, 
assuming that the position of their Executive Director is decided inside the constituency 
according to the majority thresholds required in the Executive Board (generally 70%), they 
could not impose their view as the Constituency’s position. In this case the agreed position 
taken at euro area level would not be always accepted at the constituency level, and the 
final output in the Executive Board is uncertain, depending on the particular views of non-
euro area countries (see Annex B, Table B.1 for a detailed description of the situation of 
euro area Member States inside the Executive Board).  
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Table 8: Results of power index analysis of those three constituencies including 
euro area Member States, dominated by non-euro area countries (70% majority) 

 
% inside the 
Constituency 

Normalised 
Banzhaf Index 

Coleman's Power 
to Prevent Action 

Coleman's Power 
to Initiate Action 

Costa Rica 2.0% 3.52% 8.77% 2.51% 

El Salvador 2.1% 3.52% 8.77% 2.51% 

Guatemala 2.4% 3.52% 8.77% 2.51% 

Honduras 1.7% 2.11% 5.26% 1.51% 

Mexico 31.6% 40.14% 100% 28.64% 

Nicaragua 1.7% 2.11% 5.26% 1.51% 

Spain 35.0% 40.14% 100 % 28.64% 

Venezuela 23.3% 4.93% 12.28% 3.52% 

 

 % inside the 
Constituency 

Normalised 
Banzhaf Index 

Coleman's Power 
to Prevent Action 

Coleman's Power 
to Initiate Action 

Antigua and 
Barbuda 

1.0% 0% 0% 0% 

Bahamas 2.3% 0% 0% 0% 

Barbados 1.6% 0% 0% 0% 

Belize 1.0% 0% 0% 0% 

Canada 71.0% 100% 100% 100% 

Dominica 0.9% 0% 0% 0% 

Grenada 0.9% 0% 0% 0% 

Ireland 14.7% 0% 0% 0% 

Jamaica 3.8% 0% 0% 0% 

St, Kitts and 
Nevis 

0.9% 0% 0% 0% 

St, Lucia 1.0% 0% 0% 0% 

St, Vincent and 
the Grenadines 

0.9% 0% 0% 0% 

 

 % inside the 
Constituency 

Normalised 
Banzhaf Index 

Coleman's Power 
to Prevent Action 

Coleman's Power 
to Initiate Action 

Denmark 22.95% 19% 58% 17% 

Estonia 1.96% 3% 9% 3% 

Finland 15.62% 15% 44% 13% 

Iceland 2.24% 3% 9% 3% 

Latvia 2.52% 3% 9% 3% 

Lithuania 3.01% 5% 16% 5% 

Norway 22.86% 19% 58% 17% 

Sweden 28.83% 32% 96% 28% 
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Source: Authors’ own calculations based on IMF data.  
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Providing quantitative assessments of what would be the final weight of euro area acting in 
a more coordinated manner is not trivial. Assuming that the four countries (Spain, Ireland 
Finland and Estonia) would remain in the current constituencies, then they would have no 
influence in the final decision of the Executive Board, and so the voting share that the euro 
area would represent is 22.2% and thus considering also the voting shares of the non euro 
area countries dominated by euro area Member States11. If they were to exit and join 
constituencies dominated by euro area countries to increase the euro area powers, then 
their final weight inside the Executive Board would grow up to 25.4% (see Annex A, Table 
A.5 for the power index analysis). Even considering the more conservative hypothesis of no 
exit from current constituencies, the resulting power for the euro area would assure a 
greater control of the Executive Board, but not completely, as shown in Table 9 (see Annex 
A, Table A.4 for the power index analysis with different majority thresholds). The majority 
requirements for most of the Executive Board decisions are very high (70%) and do not 
allow the euro area or any other entity to gain full control over the Fund. However, 
according to this new composition of the Executive Board, the main changes for the euro 
area would be the possibility to prevent and initiate an action, leading to a situation in 
which the euro area Member States hold a de facto veto power and above all could 
effectively take their own policies initiatives. This possibility is hardly achievable in the 
current situation. 

Table 9: Results of power index analysis of euro area and United States’ role 
inside the IMF Executive Board (70% majority) 

 Normalised  
Banzhaf Indez 

Coleman's Power to 
Prevent Action 

Coleman's Power to 
Initiate Action 

Euro area 18.0% 99.7% 13.4% 

United States 17.1% 95.1% 12.8% 
Source: Authors’ own calculations based on IMF data. See also Annex A, Table A.4. 

As discussed above, the change of the voting share of one constituency does not represent 
simply a gain or loss for that constituency, but also affects the actual power of the other 
constituencies and their relative power balances. In absolute terms, most of the members 
currently present in the Executive Board would be better off or at least unaffected by a 
quasi-single membership of the euro area. Figure 8 shows how selected constituencies 
would benefit by the presence of a single position of the euro area inside the Executive 
Board by considering the most conservative scenario without exit from constituencies. This 
is the natural result of a situation in which the possibility to create a winning coalition 
would be increased, in light of the fact that the number of constituencies to convince has 
decreased. The country that would benefit the most would be the United States, seeing 
their power increase by more than 50% for decisions requiring 70% majority (but losing 
30% for decisions requiring a 50% majority). The other countries would also benefit, but in 
a more moderate way, with an average increase of 4% for decisions taken at 50%, an 
average reduction by around 1% for those at 70% and an average increase by 20% for 
those at 85%. 
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11  See Table 6. The sum is calculated adding up the voting shares of Germany and France plus that of the 
Belgium, Dutch and Italian constituencies. 
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Figure 8: Absolute power gains and losses in the IMF Executive Board measured 
with the Banzhaf Index and according to different majority thresholds 

 
Source: Authors’ own calculations.  

Even more interesting than the absolute gains/losses are the changes in the relative 
powers inside the Executive Board. Therefore, Table 10 offers an intuitive and immediate 
overview of these changes in status, comparing the relative Banzhaf power index of 
different members before and after considering the euro area as a common actor for a 
decision taken with a 70% threshold. It shows, reading the results by line, i.e. euro area 
relative power gains compared to those of the United States, China, etc., that not only 
would the euro area obviously gain from the new equilibrium in the Executive Board, but 
also the United States. For the other three main countries, the results vary, with gains 
achieved vis-à-vis some members and losses suffered in other cases. The only exception is 
China, which would however gain towards the other BRIC members of the Executive Board. 

Table 10: Relative gains and losses matrix in the IMF Executive Board (70% 
majority) 

  Euro area United States China Japan United Kingdom 

Euro area / Winner Winner Winner Winner 

United States Loser / Winner Winner Winner 

China Loser Loser / Loser Loser 

Japan Loser Loser Winner / Winner 

United Kingdom Loser Loser Winner Loser / 

Source: Authors’ own calculations.  
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Note: Loser/winner are computed by comparing the relative Banzhaf power indexes in the Executive Board before 
and after considering the euro area as a common actor for decision taken with 70% threshold. If the relative 
Banzhaf index is greater, than the country is labelled as ‘winner’, otherwise as ‘loser’. 
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3.2.3. Option 3: Euro area single membership 

Finally, if euro area countries would decide to take over the simple stronger coordination 
and establish a single membership, most likely the other IMF members would oppose the 
creation of single member representing more than 21% of all voting shares. A reduction in 
the euro area’s voting shares could thus be a counterpart of such a reform, also from the 
perspective of transferring more representation to the BRICs and developing countries. In 
this case, it is fundamental to assess how much reduction on its quota the euro area should 
be ready to accept. The breakeven point, i.e. the acceptable limit, to continue to maintain 
the highest power in the Fund is around 19% of voting shares, implying a reduction around 
2%. With this majority inside the Executive Board, the single euro seat would obtain the 
highest Banzhaf Index and hence, the power to initiate an action and, at the same time, 
would exercise the power to block any act from other members. This breakeven value is 
computed in order to assure the euro area a relative dominance inside the Executive Board 
for the decisions taken with 70% majority threshold; Annex C contains a description of all 
power indexes in this new Executive Board structure, considering that the 2% reduction in 
the euro area quota is distributed to the BRICs and developing countries according to their 
current weights.  

Table 11: Breakeven point for a single euro area single membership 

 I Hypothetical 
Voting Share 

(sum of shares 
post-2010 

reform) 

Normalised 
Banzhaf 
Index 

II Hypothetical  
Voting Share 

(minimum share to 
maintain dominance) 

Normalised 
Banshaf 
Index 

Euro area 21.21% 19.7% 19% 15.92% 

United States 16.51% 18.3% 16.9% 15.66% 

Source: Authors’ own calculations.  
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Note: In this table two hypothetical quotas for the euro area are compared. The first column considers the rough 
sum of the voting shares of euro area Member States after the full implementation of the 2010 quota reform. The 
third column, instead considers the minimun voting share the euro area single membership could accept in order 
to maintain the highest Banzhaf Index inside the Executive Board for decision taken with a 70% majority 
threshold. 
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3.3. A single euro area external representation at the G-20 

3.3.1. Key governance aspects 

There are five European actors at the highest political meetings of the G-20: the national 
leaders of France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom as well as the European Union’s 
Presidents of the European Council and the European Commission. The euro area does not 
have a common representation and is indirectly represented by three out of 17 Member 
States, plus the European Union, including the European Council President, who also chairs 
the Euro Summits.  

There seems no specific reason for the euro area to be represented in the G-20 as a single 
member beyond the existing forms of EU representation at those meetings. The G-20’s 
greatest added value comes from the fact that it is a flexible forum of interaction of the 
most important global actors. It does not vote and operates on the principle of consensus. 
All G-20 members are equal. The European Union (via the President of the European 
Commission and the Council) and the ECB are present, as well as the central banks of the 
three euro area member countries that are members of the G-20 (France, Germany and 
Italy). The representation of the euro area is thus not unified.  

 

BOX 2: European Parliament participation in parliamentary speakers’ 
consultations 

The European Parliament is involved in the parliamentary conferences taking place 
alongside the two main forums for discussing international economic cooperation, the G-8 
and the G-20. 

G-8 Speakers’ Conferences 

The first meeting of speakers of parliaments of the G-8 countries was held at the initiative 
of Canada, in September 2002. Since then, the meetings have taken place every year, 
hosted by the parliament of the country chairing the G-8, with the aim of promoting 
exchanges of experiences, opinions and information. The European Parliament was invited 
to participate in this gathering for the first time under the German Presidency in 2007 and 
has since participated in the subsequent meetings in Hiroshima, Rome, Ottawa and Paris.  

G-20 Speakers’ Consultations 

The G-20 speakers’ consultations address global issues at parliamentary level. The first 
meeting of the speakers of the parliaments of the G-20 countries was organised by Canada 
in 2010 when it was chair of the G-20, followed by South Korea (Seoul) in 2011 and Saudi 
Arabia (Riyadh) in 2012.  
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The speakers’ consultation could be a good platform on which the European Parliament can 
strengthen its dialogue with other parliaments but can also increase the democratic 
accountability of the EU leaders when acting in the G-8/G-20 format. In order for the latter 
to happen, however, the work of the speakers’ consultation should be presented at the 
G-20 Summits because there is at present almost no interaction between the work done at 
the level of governments and that carried out in the speakers’ consultations. In order to 
achieve this speaker’s consultations could be organised before the G-8/G-20 summits so 
that their work could have a more visible impact. Coordination should also be ensured 
between the two consultation formats.  
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3.3.2. The proposal 

The IMF Subcommittee of the Eurogroup or a separate one, but using the same procedures 
described above, could also propose a common position for the euro area at G-20 level to 
be exercised by the three euro area members and also proposed to the EU Council 
Presidency as the basis of a workable compromise for a European Union common position. 
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The alternative – a single membership of the euro area – could currently create 
inconsistencies with the European Union membership and therefore the study does not 
develop it further. However, a euro area membership could be considered if the process of 
integration were to lead the euro area to create common institutions able to take common 
decisions on all key monetary and fiscal policy matters.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
This study set out to provide options on how to move towards a more effective external 
representation of the euro area. It has argued that the main body where concrete progress 
could be made is the IMF because this is the only institution in which binding decisions are 
being taken on a regular basis according to formal voting procedures. Other important 
global institutions, such as the G-20, work by unanimity and do not take binding decisions. 
For these institutions there is little to be gained by making institutional changes. Informal 
arrangements based on a political commitment by Member States would be sufficient to 
achieve a common external representation of the euro area. 

For the IMF, this study concentrates on the Executive Board, which is the decisive body as 
it takes almost daily important decisions (e.g. on stand-by programmes) and discusses the 
key documents pertaining to global economic coordination. At present, there is little 
effective coordination of the euro area member countries in this body. The three largest 
euro member countries have their own ‘constituency’, i.e. their own representative, 
whereas the others are scattered across a number of different country groups, sometimes 
together with other EU countries, but also sometimes with countries located far away from 
Europe and with clearly different interests (e.g. Belgium and Turkey, or Spain and Mexico). 

Our study shows that the creation of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), which will 
be an institution under international public law, could provide the means for a decisive 
breakthrough, since it will be the first institution that bundles the fiscal authorities of the 
euro area. It could thus be used eventually to overcome the standard objection that 
membership of the IMF has fiscal consequences (which remain ultimately a responsibility of 
Member States) and that only countries can be members of the IMF. 

However, since such a step seems a distant prospect, we also propose concrete steps 
towards a better coordination of euro area Member States at the IMF. This would require 
the creation of a new Subcommittee of the Eurogroup Working Group which would then 
meet as frequently as the Executive Board of the IMF and would be given the proper 
incentives to actually agree on a common position, possibly through the application of a 
reverse majority procedure, as under the revised Stability Pact. The proposals of a common 
position by the secretariat of this committee (probably the Commission) would be deemed 
adopted unless explicitly opposed by a majority of the euro area Member States. 

This step would not require any legislative changes, but it would require a demonstration of 
political will by the Member States. Democratic accountability could be ensured if this new 
Subcommittee were to report regularly to the European Parliament.  

As a final remark, achieving an effective external representation of the euro area is not only 
a question of procedural and institutional reform, but it is also a question of changing the 
‘small-country mindset’ or the perception of the nature of the interests of the euro area. At 
present no member country (with the possible exception of Germany) is large enough to 
exert a significant influence on the global economy. Policy-makers in most euro area 
countries thus think of their interest as that of a small country whose behaviour does not 
affect the global variables, such as growth, inflation or financial stability. However, the euro 
area is large enough to be ‘systemic’ at the level of the global economy. This implies that 
the simple aggregation of perceived national interests does not automatically equal the 
interests of the euro area as a whole.  
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As we move forward, the mind-set of the persons and institutions that are destined to be 
responsible for the external representation of the euro area will thus be as important as the 
institutional context. 
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Table 12: Summary of proposal for a common external representation of the euro 
area in international financial institutions 
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IMF and World Bank 

Option 1: 
Status quo 

No No Low No Med Low Low 

Option 2: 
Enhanced 
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No Yes Low No Med Med High 

Option 3: 
Single 
membership 

No Yes Low Yes Low High High 

G-20 
Status quo No No Low No High Low Low 
Enhanced 
cooperation 

No No Med No High High High 
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ANNEX A. POWER INDEX ANALYSIS 

The investigation of power distribution inside a specific institution is a central element in 
the study of political science. In general, it is quite complicated agreeing on a common 
definition of what ‘power’ is, but in the specific cases where the decisions are taken through 
a clear voting system, the construction of mathematical power indices could help in the 
power equilibria analysis. In this case, in fact, it could be used as a synthetic indicator of 
the power in a voting body, in order to quantify the extent to which a member of the body 
is able to control the outcome in decision-making procedures. The definition of this power 
depends not only on the voting share of the specific member, but also on the 
characteristics of the voting body itself, i.e. its minimum required majority and the 
distribution of voting shares among the other members.  

Banzhaf Power Index. Several attempts have been made in the literature on voting power 
to suggest indicators of a voter’s ability to control a decision, but the most used, especially 
in law journals, is the system introduced by Banzhaf (1965). The Banzhaf index is a 
quantity to measure the political power of each member in a given voting system. The 
definition of the Banzhaf index is quite simple: it measures how critical is the presence of a 
specific member in creating winning coalitions in a voting body. It is derived by simply 
counting, for each member i, the number of winning coalitions in which it can participate 
(given its voting shares) but which are not winning if the member i does not participate. 

 

Put in another way, the Banzhaf index gives an answer to the question: ‘How many 
coalitions of members are winning thanks to the presence of a given member i?’. A simple 
example could help in the explanation. Supposing a voting body is composed of three 
members (A, B and C) with an unequal distribution of voting shares:  

Member Votes 
A 50 
B 49 
C 1 

 

Supposing a simple required majority of 50%+1, it clearly appears that this result could be 
obtained only by the creation of a coalition. In a given body with n members, the number 
of possible coalitions is defined by the formula: 

 

Thus, in this case with three members, (23-1) = 7 coalitions are possible:  

Possible 
Coalitions 

A B C AB AC BC ABC 

Sum of votes 50 49 1 99 51 50 100 
Winning Coalition No No No Yes Yes No Yes 
Votes without A 0 49 1 49 1 50 50 
Votes without B 50 0 1 50 51 1 51 
Votes without C 50 49 0 99 50 49 99 
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a winning coalition makes it a losing coalition. Once defined the coalition and the concept of 
winning coalition, is possible to define how many of these coalitions are winning with the 
participation of the different members:  

 A is crucial in the definition of three winning coalitions: AB, AC, and ABC 
 B is crucial in the definition of one winning coalition: AB 
 C is crucial in the definition of one winning coalition: AC 

Thus, the ‘Absolute Banzhaf Power Index’ (or ‘Penrose Index’) of A is 3, whereas the index 
of B and C each is 1. To build the ‘Normalised Banzhaf Power Index’ (or simpler, ‘Banzhaf 
Index’), this number must be normalised (i.e. summing to 1), dividing it by the total 
number of times members are critical (in this case 5).  

Member Votes Banzhaf index 
A 50 3/5 = 60% 
B 49 2/5 = 20% 
C 1 2/5 = 20% 

This analysis clearly shows how even a small difference between voting shares could lead 
to a complete different power in reality: even if Member A and B differ only for one vote, 
their power index is completely dissimilar, with A having three time more power than B. At 
the same time, B and C even with 48 different votes, have the same power: a clear 
demonstration of how the simple analysis of voting shares is not sufficient to assess the 
power equilbria inside a voting body. 

Coleman Power Index. The Banzhaf index, however, is not the only method to measure the 
power of a member in a voting body: Coleman (1971) suggested two other different indices 
of voting power, the ‘power to prevent an action’ and the ‘power to initiate an action’. 
According to these two indices, supremacy consists of the power of the member to 
appropriate a share in the fixed prize of victory (assumed for simplicity to be 1 unit) 
available only to the winning camp.  

Coleman Preventive Index. His first index assesses the power of member i to prevent 
action, i.e. to wipe out a winning coalition. The idea is that given that the voting body 
makes a positive decision, it determines the conditional probability that member i is able 
to prevent the decision by changing the coalition and supporting the blocking vote. It is 
given by the number of coalitions in which the member is decisive, divided by the total 
number of winning coalitions in the game: 

 

 

Coleman Initiative Index. Coleman’s second index assesses the power of member i to 
initiate a specific action: the idea is to measure his ability to turn an otherwise losing 
coalition into a winning one. It is defined as the number of coalitions in which the member 
has a swing vote divided by the total number of losing coalitions in the game: 
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Table A.1: IMF Board of Governors. Option 1: Status quo. Power index analysis with different majorities. 

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold Country 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

United States 23.3% 74.8% 74.0% 7.5% 100% 2.5% 3.5% 100% 0.0% 

Japan 5.5% 17.8% 17.6% 6.1% 81.9% 2.0% 3.5% 99.7% 0.0% 

China 5.5% 17.6% 17.4% 6.1% 81.3% 2.0% 3.5% 99.7% 0.0% 

Germany 4.8% 15.6% 15.4% 5.6% 74.1% 1.9% 3.4% 99.2% 0.0% 

France 3.7% 11.9% 11.7% 4.4% 58.6% 1.5% 3.3% 96.4% 0.0% 

United Kingdom 3.7% 11.9% 11.7% 4.4% 58.6% 1.5% 3.3% 96.4% 0.0% 

Italy 2.8% 9.0% 8.9% 3.4% 45.0% 1.1% 2.7% 78.3% 0.0% 

India 2.4% 7.8% 7.7% 3.0% 39.4% 1.0% 2.7% 78.6% 0.0% 

Russia 2.4% 7.7% 7.6% 2.9% 38.9% 1.0% 2.7% 78.4% 0.0% 

Brazil 2.0% 6.6% 6.5% 2.5% 33.5% 0.8% 2.6% 74.9% 0.0% 

Canada 2.0% 6.6% 6.5% 2.5% 33.3% 0.8% 2.6% 74.7% 0.0% 

Spain 1.8% 5.7% 5.6% 2.2% 29.0% 0.7% 2.4% 69.6% 0.0% 

Netherlands 1.6% 5.2% 5.2% 2.0% 26.7% 0.7% 2.3% 66.0% 0.0% 

Belgium 1.2% 3.9% 3.8% 1.5% 19.8% 0.5% 1.8% 52.8% 0.0% 

Austria 0.7% 2.4% 2.4% 0.9% 12.3% 0.3% 1.2% 34.8% 0.0% 

Ireland 0.7% 2.1% 2.1% 0.8% 10.8% 0.3% 1.1% 30.7% 0.0% 

Greece 0.5% 1.5% 1.5% 0.6% 7.8% 0.2% 0.8% 22.4% 0.0% 

Finland 0.5% 1.5% 1.5% 0.6% 7.8% 0.2% 0.8% 22.4% 0.0% 

Portugal 0.4% 1.3% 1.3% 0.5% 6.7% 0.2% 0.7% 19.4% 0.0% 

Luxembourg 0.3% 0.9% 0.9% 0.3% 4.4% 0.1% 0.4% 12.8% 0.0% 

Slovak Republic 0.2% 0.7% 0.7% 0.3% 3.5% 0.1% 0.4% 10.2% 0.0% 

Slovenia 0.1% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2% 2.3% 0.1% 0.2% 6.7% 0.0% 

Cyprus 0.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 1.4% 0.0% 0.1% 4.0% 0.0% 

Estonia 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 1.2% 0.0% 0.1% 3.6% 0.0% 

Malta 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.9% 0.0% 0.1% 2.7% 0.0% 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
Note: Selected countries, after full implementation of 2010 quota reform. 
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Table A.2: IMF Executive Board. Option 1: Status quo. Power index analysis with different majorities.  

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold Constituency 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

United States 20.37% 62.93% 62.02% 10.99% 98.70% 5.24% 6.36% 100.00% 0.06% 

Japan 5.89% 18.21% 17.94% 6.44% 57.86% 3.07% 5.75% 90.35% 0.06% 

Germany 5.09% 15.73% 15.50% 5.63% 50.53% 2.68% 5.40% 84.80% 0.05% 

France 3.85% 11.88% 11.71% 4.31% 38.68% 2.05% 4.57% 71.87% 0.05% 

United Kingdom 3.85% 11.88% 11.71% 4.31% 38.68% 2.05% 4.57% 71.87% 0.05% 

Belgium 4.61% 14.23% 14.03% 5.12% 46.00% 2.44% 5.13% 80.52% 0.05% 

Mexico 4.73% 14.62% 14.41% 5.25% 47.18% 2.50% 5.20% 81.69% 0.05% 

Netherlands 3.65% 11.29% 11.12% 4.10% 36.82% 1.95% 4.40% 69.17% 0.04% 

Italy 3.98% 12.30% 12.12% 4.45% 39.99% 2.12% 4.69% 73.62% 0.05% 

Singapore 4.14% 12.81% 12.62% 4.63% 41.58% 2.21% 4.80% 75.49% 0.05% 

China 5.82% 17.99% 17.73% 6.38% 57.26% 3.04% 5.73% 90.00% 0.06% 

Australia 3.72% 11.50% 11.33% 4.17% 37.48% 1.99% 4.47% 70.22% 0.04% 

Canada 3.22% 9.96% 9.81% 3.63% 32.55% 1.73% 4.01% 63.02% 0.04% 

Denmark 3.14% 9.69% 9.55% 3.53% 31.73% 1.68% 3.93% 61.78% 0.04% 

Lesotho 2.82% 8.71% 8.59% 3.18% 28.57% 1.52% 3.60% 56.63% 0.04% 

Egypt 2.97% 9.18% 9.05% 3.36% 30.13% 1.60% 3.77% 59.26% 0.04% 

India 2.91% 8.98% 8.85% 3.28% 29.45% 1.56% 3.69% 57.96% 0.04% 

Brazil 3.20% 9.90% 9.76% 3.61% 32.39% 1.72% 3.99% 62.73% 0.04% 

Saudi Arabia 1.91% 5.90% 5.82% 2.17% 19.49% 1.03% 2.56% 40.29% 0.03% 

Switzerland 2.62% 8.09% 7.98% 2.96% 26.58% 1.41% 3.39% 53.21% 0.03% 

Russia 2.47% 7.62% 7.51% 2.79% 25.02% 1.33% 3.21% 50.48% 0.03% 

Iran 2.10% 6.47% 6.38% 2.37% 21.28% 1.13% 2.77% 43.52% 0.03% 

Argentina 1.51% 4.67% 4.61% 1.71% 15.39% 0.82% 2.05% 32.17% 0.02% 

Togo 1.44% 4.43% 4.37% 1.63% 14.67% 0.78% 1.95% 30.62% 0.02% 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
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Table A.3: IMF Board of Governors. Option 2: Enhanced cooperation. Power index analysis with different majorities. 

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold Country 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

22.20% 77.47% 55.87% 14.64% 100% 11.74% 4.56% 100% 0.03% Euro area (sum) 

11.99% 41.83% 30.16% 14.61% 99.83% 11.72% 4.56% 100% 0.03% United States 

6.91% 24.10% 17.38% 7.46% 50.97% 5.98% 4.54% 99.66% 0.03% Japan 

6.81% 23.75% 17.13% 7.35% 50.20% 5.89% 4.54% 99.62% 0.03% China 

4.27% 14.91% 10.75% 4.63% 31.64% 3.71% 4.36% 95.58% 0.03% United Kingdom 

2.76% 9.62% India 6.93% 2.95% 20.19% 2.37% 3.73% 81.75% 0.03% 

Russia 2.71% 9.46% 6.82% 2.91% 19.87% 2.33% 3.64% 79.84% 0.03% 

Brazil 2.32% 8.08% 5.83% 2.48% 16.98% 1.99% 3.34% 73.35% 0.02% 

Canada 2.30% 8.04% 5.80% 2.47% 16.90% 1.98% 3.33% 73.14% 0.02% 

Saudi Arabia 2.09% 7.30% 5.27% 2.25% 15.35% 1.80% 3.13% 68.65% 0.02% 

Mexico 1.87% 6.53% 4.71% 2.01% 13.72% 1.61% 2.88% 63.29% 0.02% 

Korea 1.80% 6.28% 4.53% 1.93% 13.18% 1.55% 2.80% 61.36% 0.02% 

Australia 1.38% 4.81% 3.47% 1.48% 10.12% 1.19% 2.24% 49.23% 0.02% 

Switzerland 1.21% 4.23% 3.05% 1.30% 8.89% 1.04% 2.00% 43.90% 0.01% 

Turkey 0.98% 3.43% 2.48% 1.06% 7.21% 0.85% 1.65% 36.21% 0.01% 

Indonesia 0.98% 3.43% 2.48% 1.06% 7.21% 0.85% 1.65% 36.21% 0.01% 

Sweden 0.94% 3.29% 2.37% 1.01% 6.91% 0.81% 1.58% 34.77% 0.01% 

Poland 0.87% 3.04% 2.19% 0.93% 6.38% 0.75% 1.47% 32.23% 0.01% 

Singapore 0.83% 2.89% 2.08% 0.89% 6.07% 0.71% 1.40% 30.76% 0.01% 

Norway 0.80% 2.78% 2.01% 0.86% 5.84% 0.69% 1.35% 29.65% 0.01% 

Venezuela 0.80% 2.78% 2.01% 0.86% 5.84% 0.69% 1.35% 29.65% 0.01% 

Malaysia 0.78% 2.71% 1.95% 0.83% 5.69% 0.67% 1.32% 28.91% 0.01% 

Iran 0.77% 2.67% 1.93% 0.82% 5.62% 0.66% 1.30% 28.54% 0.01% 

Denmark 0.73% 2.56% 1.85% 0.79% 5.39% 0.63% 1.25% 27.42% 0.01% 
Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
Note: Selected countries, after full implementation of 2010 quota reform. 
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Table A.4: IMF Executive Board. Option 2: Enhanced cooperation. Variant 1: No exit from current constituencies. Power index 
analysis with different majorities  

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold 
Constituency Banzhaf 

Index 
Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Euro area (sum) 25.1% 64.0% 63.2% 18.0% 99.7% 13.4% 8.6% 100.0% 0.5% 

United States 14.0% 35.6% 35.2% 17.1% 95.1% 12.8% 8.6% 100.0% 0.5% 

Japan 6.2% 15.9% 15.7% 6.6% 36.8% 4.9% 7.4% 85.2% 0.4% 

United Kingdom 4.0% 10.2% 10.1% 4.3% 23.6% 3.2% 5.5% 63.5% 0.3% 

Mexico 4.9% 12.6% 12.4% 5.3% 29.2% 3.9% 6.4% 74.3% 0.4% 

Singapore 4.3% 11.0% 10.9% 4.6% 25.5% 3.4% 5.8% 67.4% 0.3% 

China 6.2% 15.7% 15.5% 6.6% 36.4% 4.9% 7.3% 84.8% 0.4% 

Australia 3.9% 9.8% 9.7% 4.1% 22.9% 3.1% 5.3% 61.6% 0.3% 

Canada 3.3% 8.5% 8.4% 3.6% 19.8% 2.7% 4.7% 54.6% 0.3% 

Denmark 3.2% 8.3% 8.2% 3.5% 19.2% 2.6% 4.6% 53.1% 0.3% 

Lesotho 2.9% 7.4% 7.3% 3.1% 17.3% 2.3% 4.2% 48.4% 0.2% 

Egypt 3.1% 7.8% 7.7% 3.3% 18.2% 2.5% 4.4% 50.8% 0.3% 

India 3.0% 7.6% 7.6% 3.2% 17.8% 2.4% 4.3% 49.7% 0.2% 

Brazil 3.3% 8.4% 8.4% 3.5% 19.6% 2.6% 4.7% 54.1% 0.3% 

Saudi Arabia 2.0% 5.0% 5.0% 2.1% 11.7% 1.6% 2.9% 33.8% 0.2% 

Switzerland 2.7% 6.9% 6.8% 2.9% 16.0% 2.2% 3.9% 45.3% 0.2% 

Russia 2.6% 6.5% 6.4% 2.7% 15.1% 2.0% 3.7% 42.7% 0.2% 

Iran 2.2% 5.5% 5.5% 2.3% 12.7% 1.7% 3.1% 36.2% 0.2% 

Argentina 1.6% 4.0% 3.9% 1.7% 9.2% 1.2% 2.3% 26.7% 0.1% 

Togo 1.5% 3.8% 3.7% 1.6% 8.8% 1.2% 2.2% 25.3% 0.1% 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
Note: After full implementation of 2010 quota reform. 
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Table A.5 IMF Executive Board. Option 2: Enhanced cooperation. Variant 2: Exit from current constituencies. Power index 
analysis with different majorities. 

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold 
Constituency Banzhaf 

Index 
Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Euro area (sum) 30.9% 72.6% 71.9% 19.9% 100.0% 16.3% 9.0% 100.0% 0.7% 

United States 11.8% 27.7% 27.4% 18.9% 94.6% 15.4% 9.0% 100.0% 0.7% 

Japan 6.2% 14.6% 14.4% 6.6% 33.3% 5.4% 7.7% 85.9% 0.6% 

United Kingdom 6.1% 14.4% 14.2% 6.5% 32.8% 5.4% 7.6% 85.3% 0.6% 

Mexico 4.3% 10.1% 10.0% 4.6% 23.0% 3.7% 6.1% 67.7% 0.4% 

Singapore 4.0% 9.3% 9.2% 4.2% 21.3% 3.5% 5.7% 63.4% 0.4% 

China 3.9% 9.0% 9.0% 4.1% 20.6% 3.4% 5.5% 61.8% 0.4% 

Australia 3.3% 7.8% 7.7% 3.5% 17.7% 2.9% 4.9% 54.3% 0.4% 

Canada 3.1% 7.2% 7.1% 3.3% 16.4% 2.7% 4.6% 51.0% 0.3% 

Denmark 3.0% 7.0% 7.0% 3.2% 16.0% 2.6% 4.5% 49.9% 0.3% 

Lesotho 3.0% 7.0% 6.9% 3.2% 15.9% 2.6% 4.4% 49.5% 0.3% 

Egypt 2.9% 6.8% 6.8% 3.1% 15.6% 2.5% 4.3% 48.3% 0.3% 

India 2.7% 6.3% 6.3% 2.9% 14.4% 2.4% 4.1% 45.3% 0.3% 

Brazil 2.7% 6.2% 6.2% 2.8% 14.2% 2.3% 4.0% 44.5% 0.3% 

Saudi Arabia 2.6% 6.1% 6.1% 2.8% 14.0% 2.3% 3.9% 43.9% 0.3% 

Switzerland 2.5% 6.0% 5.9% 2.7% 13.6% 2.2% 3.8% 42.5% 0.3% 

Russia 2.1% 5.0% 5.0% 2.3% 11.6% 1.9% 3.3% 37.0% 0.2% 

Iran 2.0% 4.6% 4.6% 2.1% 10.6% 1.7% 3.0% 33.8% 0.2% 

Argentina 1.6% 3.6% 3.6% 1.7% 8.3% 1.4% 2.4% 26.7% 0.2% 

Togo 1.5% 3.5% 3.4% 1.6% 7.9% 1.3% 2.3% 25.7% 0.2% 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
Note: After full implementation of 2010 quota reform. 
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ANNEX B: CURRENT COMPOSITION OF THE IMF 
EXECUTIVE BORD AND CONSTITUENCIES 

At the moment two euro area countries, Germany and France, could appoint their Executive 
Directors without being grouped with other countries inside a constituency. Moreover, three 
constituencies are strictly dominated by euro member states: Italy, Belgium and the 
Netherlands, in fact, not only represent their own voting shares inside the Executive Board, 
but they also represent the voting shares of the countries included in their constituencies. 
This is not the case of other constituencies, including Spain, Ireland, Estonia and Finland 
where the other non-euro area countries (whether EU members or not) have the majority 
of votes inside the constituency. Table B.1 offers an overview on the current (as May 2012) 
situation of euro area Member States inside the Executive Board. 

Table B.1: Euro area Member States presence in the IMF Executive Board.  

Euro area member Constituency Euro area 
dominated 

constituency 
SINGLE MEMBERS 

Germany / / 

France /  

DOMINATING MEMBERS 

Belgium Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Kosovo, Luxembourg, Slovak 
Republic, Slovenia, Turkey 
 

/ 

Italy Albania, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, 
San Marino, Timor-Leste 
 

/ 

Netherlands Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,  
Croatia, Cyprus, Georgia, Israel, Macedonia-FYR,  
Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Romania, Ukraine 
 

/ 

DOMINATED MEMBERS 

Austria Belgium Yes 

Cyprus Netherlands Yes 

Estonia Denmark No 

Finland Denmark No 

Greece Italy Yes 

Ireland Canada No 

Luxembourg Belgium Yes 

Malta Italy Yes 

Portugal Italy Yes 

Slovak Republic Belgium Yes 

Slovenia Belgium Yes 

Spain Mexico No 
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The Table B.2 below illustrates the current (as April 2012) composition of IMF Executive 
Board: it is composed of 24 Directors, of which five appointed by the relative most powerful 
countries, and 19 elected by the constituencies composed by remaining member countries. 

Table B.2: IMF Executive Board composition and structure of the constituencies  

PE 475.113 70 

Director 
Alternate 

Casting Votes of 
Votes by 
Country 

Total votes of 
constituency 

% 
Fund 
Total 

APPOINTED 

Meg Lundsager 
Vacant  

United States 
421,965 421,965 16.75 

Mitsuhiro Furusawa 
Tomoyuki Shimoda  

Japan 
157,026 157,026 6.23 

Hubert Temmeyer 
Steffen Meyer  

Germany 
146,396 146,396 5.81 

Ambroise Fayolle 
Alice Terracol  

France 
108,126 108,126 4.29 

Alexander Gibbs 
Robert James Elder  

United Kingdom 
108,126 108,126 4.29 

ELECTED 
Austria 21,880   

Belarus 4,605   

Belgium 46,793   

Czech Republic 10,763   

Hungary 11,125   

Kosovo 1,331   

Luxembourg 4,928   

Slovak Republic 5,016   

Slovenia 3,491   

Willy Kiekens (Belgium) 
Johann Prader (Austria) 

Turkey 15,299   

 TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 125,231 4.97 

Costa Rica 2,382   

El Salvador 2,454   

Guatemala 2,843   

Honduras 2,036   

Mexico 36,998   

Nicaragua 2,041   

Spain 40,975   

Carlos Perez-Verdia 
(Mexico) 
Jose Alejandro Rojas 
Ramirez (Venezuela, 
República Bolivariana de) 

Venezuela 27,332   

 TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 117,061 4.65 

Armenia 1,661   

Bosnia and Herzegovina 2,432   

Bulgaria 7,143   

Croatia 4,392   

Cyprus 2,323   

Georgia 2,244   

Israel 11,352   

Menno Snel (Netherlands) 
Yuriy G. Yakusha (Ukraine) 

Macedonia, former Yugoslav 
Republic of 1,430   
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Moldova 1,973   

Montenegro 1,016   

Netherlands 52,365   

Romania 11,043   

Ukraine 14,461   

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 113,835 4.52 

Albania 1,341   

Greece 11,759   

Italy 79,564   

Malta 1,761   

Portugal 11,038   

San Marino 965   

Timor-Leste 823   

Arrigo Sadun (Italy) 
Thanos Catsambas (Greece) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 107,251 4.26 

Brunei Darussalam 2,893   

Cambodia 1,616   

Fiji, Republic of 1,444   

Indonesia 21,534   

Lao People's Democratic Republic 1,270   

Malaysia 18,480   

Myanmar 3,325   

Nepal 1,454   

Philippines 10,934   

Singapore 14,821   

Thailand 15,146   

Tonga 810   

Vietnam 5,348   

Der Jiun Chia (Singapore) 
Aida S. Budiman (Indonesia) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 99,075 3.93 

Tao Zhang (China) 
Yang Luo (China) 

China 
96,000 96,000 3.81 

Australia 33,105   

Kiribati 797   

Korea 34,405   

Marshall Islands 776   

Micronesia, Federated States of 792   

Mongolia 1,252   

New Zealand 9,687   

Palau 772   

Papua New Guinea 2,057   

Samoa 857   

Seychelles 850   

Solomon Islands 845   

Tuvalu 759   

Uzbekistan 3,497   

Vanuatu 911   

Christopher Y. Legg 
(Australia) 
Hoseung Lee (Korea) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 91,362 3.63 

Antigua and Barbuda 876   

Bahamas, The 2,044   

Thomas Hockin (Canada) 
Mary T. O'Dea (Ireland) 

Barbados 1,416   
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Belize 929   

Canada 64,433   

Dominica 823   

Grenada 858   

Ireland 13,317   

Jamaica 3,476   

St. Kitts and Nevis 830   

St. Lucia 894   

St. Vincent and the Grenadine 824   

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 90,720 3.60 

Denmark 19,655   

Estonia 1,680   

Finland 13,379   

Iceland 1,917   

Latvia 2,162   

Lithuania 2,580   

Norway 19,578   

Sweden 24,696   

Benny Andersen (Denmark) 
Audun Gronn (Norway) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 85,647 3.40 

Angola 3,604   

Botswana 1,619   

Burundi 1,511   

Eritrea 900   

Ethiopia 2,078   

Gambia, The 1,052   

Kenya 3,455   

Lesotho 1,090   

Liberia 2,033   

Malawi 1,435   

Mozambique 1,877   

Namibia 2,106   

Nigeria 18,273   

Sierra Leone 1,778   

South Africa 19,426   

Sudan 2,438   

Swaziland 1,248   

Tanzania 2,730   

Uganda 2,546   

Zambia 5,632   

Zimbabwe 4,275   

Moeketsi Majoro (Lesotho) 
Momodou Bamba Saho 
(Gambia, The) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 81,106 3.22 

Bahrain 2,091   

Egypt 10,178   

Iraq 12,625   

Jordan 2,446   

Kuwait 14,552   

Lebanon 3,405   

Libya 11,978   

A. Shakour Shaalan (Egypt) 
Sami Geadah (Lebanon) 

Maldives 841   
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Oman 3,111   

Qatar 3,767   

Syrian Arab Republic 3,677   

United Arab Emirates 8,266   

Yemen, Republic of 3,176   

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 80,113 3.18 

Bangladesh 6,074   

Bhutan 804   

India 58,956   

Sri Lanka 4,875   

Arvind Virmani (India) 
P. Nandalal Weerasinghe (Sri 
Lanka) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 70,709 2.81 

Brazil 43,246   

Colombia 8,481   

Dominican Republic 2,930   

Ecuador 4,219   

Guyana 1,650   

Haiti 1,560   

Panama 2,807   

Suriname 1,662   

Trinidad and Tobago 4,097   

Paulo Nogueira Batista, Jr. 
(Brazil) 
Maria Angelica Arbelaez 
(Colombia) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 70,652 2.81 

Ahmed Abdulkarim Alkholifey  
(Saudi Arabia) 
Fahad Ibrahim A Alshathri 
(Saudi Arabia) 

Saudi Arabia 

70,596 70,596 2.80 

Azerbaijan 2,350   

Kazakhstan 4,398   

Kyrgyz Republic 1,629   

Poland 17,625   

Serbia 5,418   

Switzerland 35,326   

Tajikistan 1,611   

Turkmenistan 1,493   

Rene Weber (Switzerland) 
Katarzyna Zajdel-Kurowska 
(Poland) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 69,850 2.77 

Aleksei V. Mozhin (Russian 
Federation) 
Andrei Lushin (Russian 
Federation) 

Russian Federation 

60,195 60,195 2.39 

Afghanistan, Islamic Republic of 2,360   

Algeria 13,288   

Ghana 4,431   

Iran, Islamic Republic of 15,713   

Morocco 6,623   

Pakistan 11,078   

Tunisia 3,606   

Jafar Mojarrad  
(Iran, Islamic Republic of) 
Mohammed Dairi (Morocco) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 57,099 2.27 

Argentina 21,912   

Bolivia 2,456   

Chile 9,302   

Alfredo Mac Laughlin 
(Argentina) 
Pablo Garcia-Silva (Chile) 

Paraguay 1,740   
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Peru 7,125   

Uruguay 3,806   

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 46,341 1.84 

Benin 1,360   

Burkina Faso 1,343   

Cameroon 2,598   

Cape Verde 837   

Central African Republic 1,298   

Chad 1,407   

Comoros 830   

Congo, Democratic Republic of the 6,071   

Congo, Republic of 1,587   

Côte d'Ivoire 3,993   

Djibouti 900   

Equatorial Guinea 1,264   

Gabon 2,284   

Guinea-Bissau 883   

Mali 1,674   

Mauritania 1,385   

Mauritius 1,757   

Niger 1,399   

Rwanda 1,542   

São Tomé and Príncipe 815   

Senegal 2,359   

Togo 1,475   

Kossi Assimaidou (Togo) 
Ngueto Tiraina Yambaye 
(Chad) 

TOTAL CONSTITUENCY 39,061 1.55 

TOTAL OF ELIGIBLE FUND VOTES 2,513,543   99.80 
Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
Note: as of May 2012. 'Following the entry into effect of the 2008 Amendment on Voice and Participation on 
March 3, 2011, quota and voting shares will change as eligible members pay their quota increase'. The most 
recent data and further details can be found under: http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/eds.aspx 

 

http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/eds.aspx
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ANNEX C: IMF EXECUTIVE BOARD IN A CASE OF A SINGLE 
EURO AREA MEMBERSHIP 

Table C.1 shows the new voting shares in the Executive Board according to how the 2.2% 
is redistributed among members. One possibility is to equally reallocate the voting rights 
according to the current weights inside the Executive Board, while a second possibility is to 
reallocate them only to BRIC and developing countries, since they are currently asking 
more representation inside the IMF. 

Table C.2 and C.3 report the breakeven point in a hypothetical structure of the IMF 
Executive Board in a case of a single euro area membership. This scenario assumes a 
reduction of 2.2% in euro area voting shares and the creation of a new constituency 
composed of the members of the current constituencies dominated by euro area members.  

Table C.1: Voting shares in a hypothetical Executive Board with a single euro area 
member  

EQUALLY 
REDISTIBUTED 

ONLY TO BRIC and 
DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 

 
 

Constituency 

Voting 
share 
(after 
2010 

reform) 
Change in 

voting 
share 

Resulting 
voting 
share 

Change in 
voting 
share 

Resulting 
voting share 

Euro area 21.2% -2.21% 19% -2.2% 19.00% 
United States 16.5% 0.36% 16.9%  16.5% 
Japan 6.1% 0.14% 6.3%  6.1% 
United Kingdom 4.0% 0.09% 4.1%  4.0% 
New constituency 4.1% 0.09% 4.2%  4.1% 
Singapore 4.3% 0.10% 4.4% 0.1% 4.4% 
China 6.0% 0.13% 6.2% 0.2% 6.2% 
Australia 3.9% 0.09% 4.0%  3.9% 
Lesotho 2.9% 0.07% 3.0% 0.1% 3.0% 
Egypt 3.1% 0.07% 3.2% 0.1% 3.2% 
Canada 2.6% 0.06% 2.7%  2.6% 
Mexico 3.0% 0.07% 3.1% 0.1% 3.1% 
India 3.0% 0.07% 3.1% 0.1% 3.1% 
Brazil 3.3% 0.07% 3.4% 0.1% 3.4% 
Denmark 2.7% 0.06% 2.8%  2.7% 
Saudi Arabia 2.0% 0.04% 2.1% 0.1% 2.0% 
Switzerland 2.7% 0.06% 2.8%  2.7% 
Russian Federation 2.5% 0.06% 2.6% 0.1% 2.6% 
Iran 2.2% 0.05% 2.2% 0.1% 2.2% 
Argentina 1.5% 0.04% 1.6%  1.6% 
Togo 1.5% 0.03% 1.5% 0.0% 1.5% 
Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
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The table C.2 considers the 2.2% (removed by euro area voting share) redistributed 
equally among IMF members, while in the Table C.3 the 2.2% is redistributed only to the 
BRICs and developing countries, according to their relative weight in the current Executive 
Board.
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Table C.2: Voting power in a hypothetical Executive Board with a single euro area membership -  
Equal redistribution of the 2.2% removed by euro area voting share  

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold Constituency 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Euro area (sum) 20.17% 55.66% 52.84% 15.92% 98.99% 10.49% 7.88% 100.00% 0.27% 

United States 16.28% 44.93% 42.65% 15.66% 97.35% 10.32% 7.88% 100.00% 0.27% 

Japan 6.48% 17.88% 16.97% 6.96% 43.29% 4.59% 7.06% 89.65% 0.25% 

United Kingdom 4.10% 11.31% 10.73% 4.42% 27.50% 2.92% 5.45% 69.24% 0.19% 

New constituency 4.23% 11.67% 11.08% 4.53% 28.18% 2.99% 5.55% 70.40% 0.19% 

Mexico 4.45% 12.27% 11.65% 4.77% 29.65% 3.14% 5.74% 72.82% 0.20% 

Singapore 6.39% 17.63% 16.73% 6.83% 42.45% 4.50% 7.00% 88.90% 0.24% 

China 4.01% 11.08% 10.51% 4.32% 26.87% 2.85% 5.35% 67.87% 0.19% 

Australia 2.99% 8.26% 7.84% 3.22% 20.05% 2.13% 4.22% 53.54% 0.15% 

Canada 3.21% 8.85% 8.40% 3.44% 21.38% 2.27% 4.42% 56.15% 0.15% 

Denmark 2.70% 7.46% 7.08% 2.90% 18.00% 1.91% 3.83% 48.61% 0.13% 

Lesotho 3.07% 8.47% 8.04% 3.32% 20.67% 2.19% 4.32% 54.86% 0.15% 

Egypt 3.07% 8.47% 8.04% 3.32% 20.67% 2.19% 4.32% 54.86% 0.15% 

India 3.43% 9.46% 8.98% 3.67% 22.80% 2.42% 4.68% 59.37% 0.16% 

Brazil 2.78% 7.67% 7.28% 3.02% 18.79% 1.99% 3.98% 50.57% 0.14% 

Saudi Arabia 2.06% 5.69% 5.41% 2.24% 13.95% 1.48% 3.00% 38.07% 0.10% 

Switzerland 2.78% 7.67% 7.28% 3.02% 18.76% 1.99% 3.98% 50.57% 0.14% 

Russia 2.56% 7.07% 6.72% 2.79% 17.32% 1.84% 3.70% 46.94% 0.13% 

Iran 2.20% 6.08% 5.77% 2.34% 14.57% 1.54% 3.15% 40.02% 0.11% 

Argentina 1.56% 4.32% 4.10% 1.71% 10.61% 1.13% 2.31% 29.34% 0.08% 

Togo 1.49% 4.12% 3.91% 1.61% 9.99% 1.06% 2.19% 27.77% 0.08% 
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Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
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Table C.3 Voting power in a hypothetical Executive Board with a single euro area membership - 
Redistribution only to BRICS and developing countries according to their relative weight in current Executive Board  

50% majority threshold 70% majority threshold 85% majority threshold Constituency 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Banzhaf 
Index 

Coleman 
preventive 

Coleman 
Initiative 

Euro area (sum) 20.52% 57.42% 53.14% 15.52% 99.16% 9.82% 7.71% 100.00% 0.23% 

United States 15.90% 44.49% 41.17% 15.22% 97.29% 9.64% 7.71% 100.00% 0.23% 

Japan 6.32% 17.68% 16.36% 6.86% 43.81% 4.34% 6.92% 89.70% 0.20% 

United Kingdom 4.05% 11.32% 10.48% 4.41% 28.18% 2.79% 5.38% 69.82% 0.16% 

New constituency 4.17% 11.68% 10.81% 4.54% 29.03% 2.88% 5.49% 71.17% 0.16% 

Mexico 4.51% 12.61% 11.67% 4.90% 31.30% 3.10% 5.79% 75.10% 0.17% 

Singapore 6.44% 18.02% 16.68% 6.99% 44.67% 4.42% 6.98% 90.55% 0.21% 

China 3.91% 10.95% 10.13% 4.26% 27.25% 2.70% 5.25% 68.13% 0.15% 

Australia 3.05% 8.52% 7.89% 3.32% 21.22% 2.10% 4.29% 55.59% 0.13% 

Canada 3.21% 8.98% 8.31% 3.50% 22.35% 2.21% 4.51% 58.51% 0.13% 

Denmark 2.66% 7.45% 6.89% 2.91% 18.57% 1.84% 3.81% 49.39% 0.11% 

Lesotho 3.12% 8.72% 8.07% 3.40% 21.71% 2.15% 4.38% 56.86% 0.13% 

Egypt 3.14% 8.77% 8.12% 3.42% 21.86% 2.17% 4.40% 57.07% 0.13% 

India 3.46% 9.68% 8.96% 3.77% 24.11% 2.39% 4.75% 61.63% 0.14% 

Brazil 2.69% 7.54% 6.98% 2.94% 18.78% 1.86% 3.86% 50.02% 0.11% 

Saudi Arabia 2.06% 5.76% 5.33% 2.25% 14.35% 1.42% 3.04% 39.38% 0.09% 

Switzerland 2.74% 7.68% 7.11% 2.99% 19.13% 1.90% 3.94% 51.03% 0.12% 

Russia 2.65% 7.42% 6.87% 2.89% 18.49% 1.83% 3.80% 49.26% 0.11% 

Iran 2.25% 6.28% 5.81% 2.46% 15.74% 1.56% 3.31% 42.89% 0.10% 

Argentina 1.63% 4.56% 4.22% 1.78% 11.37% 1.13% 2.44% 31.58% 0.07% 

Togo 1.54% 4.30% 3.98% 1.68% 10.73% 1.06% 2.25% 29.17% 0.07% 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
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ANNEX D: CONCENTRATION RATIOS 
In economics, a concentration ratio is a measure of the total output produced in an industry 
by a given number of firms in the industry. The most used ratios are the cr4 and the cr8, 
which means the market share of the four and the eight largest firms in the market. 
However, this index could also be used to determine the concentration of quotas inside the 
IMF, thus measuring the concentration of the voting share of the most powerful countries, 
before and after the adoption of a single seat of the euro area inside the IMF. 

Table D.1: Concentration ratios inside the IMF before and after adoption of a 
single seat of the euro area 

 Before After Change 

Share of 3 largest members – cr3 28.69% 43.83% +15.14 

Share of 5 largest members – cr5 38.02% 53.92% +15.90 

Share of 10 largest members – cr10 52.50% 65.58% +13.08 

Note: according to full implementation of 2010 quota reform. 
Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 

Another measure of concentration is the Herfindahl index, defined as the sum of the 
squares of the market shares of the 50 largest firms within a specific sector. The result is 
proportional to the average market share, weighted by market share and ranges from 1/N 
to one, where N is the number of firms in the market. Equivalently, if percents are used as 
whole numbers, as in 75 instead of 0.75, the index can range up to 1002, or 10,000. For an 
immediate understanding of the results, it’s important to know that a index value: 

 below 0.01 (or 100) indicates a highly competitive index; 
 below 0.15 (or 1,500) indicates an non-concentrated index; 
 between 0.15 to 0.25 (or 1,500 to 2,500) indicates moderate concentration; 
 above 0.25 (above 2,500) indicates high concentration. 

Table D.2: Herfindahl index inside the IMF 

Before After Change Significance 

0.0476 0.0861 +0.0385 <0.15 very low 
concentration 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on IMF data. 
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As discussed in the text, the pooling of quotas by euro area Member States would increase 
concentration at the top of the Fund, but the overall structure would remain highly 
fragmented, also in light of the prevailing 70% and 85% majority rules. 
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